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ABSTRACT

Nanoscale magnetic dot arrays have attracted considerable interest, both for fundamental

studies of micromagnetism and for possible applications in high-density magnetic data storage.

Self-assembled block copolymers provide an alternative nanolithography technique to fabricate

large-area nanomagnet arrays. Block copolymer thin films that micro-phase separate into

periodic domains can be used as templates to define arrays of close-packed nanostructure, using

a series of etching steps. Using polystyrene-polyferrocenyldimethyl- silane (PS-PFS), large-area

polymer dots, silica dots and magnetic dots with periods of 56 nm were made using a series of

plasma etching steps. Magnetometry techniques are used to characterize the bulk magnetic

behavior of the dot arrays of Co, NiFe and pseudo spin valve structures. These dot arrays show

strong magnetostatic interaction between the dots and within the dots.

The self-assembly process is simple and low cost, however, the block copolymers typically

have uncontrolled defects and lack long-range order. A topographically patterned substrate is

used to guide the phase-separation in a subsequently deposited block copolymer film. The

lateral dimensions of the patterns in the substrates, and interfacial interactions, are key factors

in the ordering mechanism. Well-ordered block copolymer structures can be achieved under

proper confinement conditions. In addition, the position of the polymer microdomains and

defects in the array such as dislocations can be purposefully controlled by the design of the

topographical guiding features. Combining topographic confinement with block copolymer

lithographic methods will enable large-area ordered functional dot arrays to be made for various

applications.

Thesis Supervisor: Caroline A. Ross

Title: Associate Professor of Materials Science and Engineering
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Overview

Due to the miniaturization of electronic, optoelectronic and magnetic devices,
nanometer-scale patterning of materials at low cost is an important objective of current

science and technology. Electronic circuits often require the fabrication of intricate,
complicated structures, but it is sufficient to simple, repeating structures in many devices.

Various applications of nanoscale periodic patterning include the fabrication of

high-density magnetic recording devices13 , the synthesis of DNA electrophoresis media 4,

and high-capacity capacitors 5. One promising route for patterning simple nanostructures is

the use of self-assembled systems.

Block copolymers are a prominent example of self-assembled materials as they form a

large variety of well-ordered microdomain structures with molecular dimensions.

Depending on the length and interaction of the different blocks, typical repeating distances

range from 10 nm to 100 nm. In the past decade, thin films of block copolymers have

attracted increasing interest in the area of nanotechnology. With suitable preparation, a thin

film of a block copolymer can be converted into a self-organized template for fabricating

various nanostructures with periodic order on the nanometer scale 6

Much research has been done to fabricate nanoscale magnetic element arrays both for

fundamental studies of micromagnetism and possible applications in high-density magnetic

data storage as patterned media 2. It would be interesting to combine self-assembly methods

with the fabrication of nanoscale magnetic elements. This project started from the idea of

making magnetic nanostructures using block copolymers as a self-organized lithographic

template. Our ultimate goal is to develop a simple and low-cost route to fabricate large-area

magnetic elements with long-range order and precise positions. Background information

and possible schemes to achieve this goal are presented in this chapter. This chapter serves

as a general introduction to the important topics, including patterned media, properties of

magnetic nanostructures, block copolymers and process tools.
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1.2 Patterned Media for High-Density Magnetic Data Storage

The areal density of hard disks has been increasing at 60% per year (10-fold in 5 years)

since early 1990s, and lab demonstrations of 100 Gbits/in2 were presented in 2002 7.

Following this trend, the recording density will reach 500 Gbits/in 2 in three years. The

increase of data density and data rate have generally been achieved by scaling to make the

read-write head smaller, the medium thinner and higher in coercivity, and the head-medium

spacing smaller. The performance of the medium is limited by noise originating from the

granular microstructure of the thin film, so there has been a trend to decrease the grain size.

However, this trend is limited by thermal instability (superparamagnetism) of the grains

comprising the medium. If the grains are too small, thermal energy can change the

magnetization of the grain, with consequent loss of the recorded signal.

Superparamagnetism has been predicted to occur at a density of around 200 Gbits/in 2 and,

therefore, considerable efforts have been made in improving thermal stability of recording

medium and designing alternative methods for data storage. Patterned media is one of the

potential methods to circumvent thermal instability and advance high-density data storage.

Magnetic thin films for current recording media are made of a polycrystalline alloy of Co,

Cr, and Pt with additional B or Ta to enhance grain-boundary segregation of non-magnetic

elements. Each ~ 10 nm diameter grain behaves like single-domain particle and is weakly

exchange-coupled with other grains (Figure 1.1 a). A bit cell containing one to two hundred

grains is recorded by magnetizing these grains either parallel or anti-parallel to the track

direction. Both minimizing bit size and keeping a reasonable signal to noise ratio require

grain size reduction. Therefore, reducing the grain volume, V, is one of the key ingredients

in scaling up data density. However, a typical design rule for a recording medium based on

the criteria for 10 year thermal stability requires that the magnetic energy KV of the grain

to be larger than 40 times the room-temperature thermal energy kBT (where K is magnetic

anisotropy, kB is Boltzmann's constant and T is the temperature). Therefore, there is a

lower limit for minimum grain size and this conventional scaling approach is limited in

maximum data density by thermal instability 8

Patterned magnetic media offers the possibility of higher data density than conventional

media. For patterned media, the bit positions are lithographically defined and each bit is a

single magnetic domain, with uniaxial magnetic anisotropy so that the magnetization points

in one of only two directions at remanence, representing 1 bit of data (Figure 1. 1b). Unlike

continuous thin film media, the grains within a patterned element are coupled so that the

entire element behaves as a single magnetic domain. In patterned media, very high densities

12



can be achieved because the thermal stability criteria now refer to the volume and

anisotropy of the entire magnetic element, rather than the individual grains of which it is

composed .

(a) (b)

(c) _

~ grain-

Net magnetization
of film

Magnetization
transition

'01 'l'

Figure 1.1 (a) Conventional thin film medium, consisting of

exchange-decoupled grains. Bit cells are represented by the transitions between

oppositely magnetized regions. (b) A patterned medium with in-plane

magnetization. They can be polycrystalline or single crystal. (c) A patterned

medium with perpendicular magnetization. Binary 1 and 0 are shown. [Ref 9]

Magnetic element arrays with deep submicron feature sizes are too small to fabricate using

conventional optical lithography. Instead, a range of nanolithography techniques have been

used to make prototype structures, including interference lithography 9, x-ray lithography 10

and nanoimprint lithography ". The pattern can be transferred to magnetic materials by an

additive or subtractive process. In an additive process, magnetic material is deposited

through a lithographically-defined template by electrodeposition or evaporation, followed

by liftoff or removal of the template (figure 1.2a and figure 1.2b). In a subtractive process,

a continuous thin film of magnetic material is deposited before patterning and then is

etched to form discrete magnetic elements (Figure 1.2c).

13
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Figure 1.2 Fabrication steps for making patterned media lithographically. (a) A

template of holes is prepared, and then magnetic material is electrodeposited into

the holes. (b) A template of holes is prepared, and then magnetic material *is

evaporated on the template. The template is dissolved to leave an array of tapered

particles. (c) A magnetic material is deposited, then a template of dots is prepared

on top of the film to act as an etch mask. The exposed film is then removed by

ion-beam etching. [Ref 9]

In addition to lithography techniques, several nonlithographic methods have been

developed for making magnetic particle arrays. One example is the use of anodized alumina

films as templates for electroplating of magnetic materials. The resulting aluminum oxide

contains closed-packed pores with pore size and pore spacing controlled by the anodization

conditions. Various magnetic nanowire arrays with period from 40 rim and above have been

made by this method 2. Magnetic nanoparticle arrays also can be made by chemical

synthesis from solution. For instance, uniform 4-nm face-centered-tetragonal (fct) Fe52Pt48

nanocrystals form self-organized superlattice structures for magnetic recording media. The

size and magnetic properties of these nanocrystals can be tuned by the chemical
13

composition, process temperature and annealing time

Compared with non-lithographic methods, which rely on various self-assembly

mechanisms, magnetic particle arrays made using lithographic methods have better spatial

control. At large scales (hundreds of nanometers), the lithographic process offers

long-range order and the precise registry of magnetic dots, which are the key attributes to

enable the recording head to address a single bit of the patterned media correctly. On the

14



other hand, in the sub-50 nm region, it becomes more difficult to make identical

nanostructures by lithography. Ideally, in patterned media, each magnetic bit should behave

in the same way. However, the variance in magnetic elements arising from the lithographic

process leads to a distribution of magnetic properties and magnetic behavior. Instead, some

self-assembled materials provide a route to produce particle arrays with very narrow size

distribution, which is necessary for patterned media. Therefore, in this project we will try to

combine the advantage of lithographic methods and self-assembly mechanisms to fabricate

nanostructures with good long-range ordering and uniformity.

1.3 Magnetic Properties of Particle Arrays

There are two important volume parameters characterizing the magnetic particle array. One

is the physical volume of a magnetic particle, Vp, and the other is the switching volume of

the magnetic particle, V, which is the activated volume for describing magnetization

reversal behavior. This section will discuss the thermal stability issue, the correlation

between physical volume and switching volume of the magnetic particles and the

measurement of switching volume and particle interaction in the arrays.

We first consider an assembly of isolated, non-interacting uniaxial single domain particles.

Under this condition, the Stoner-Wohlfarth coherent rotation model 14 can be used to

simplify the problem. Although it neglects coupling and nonuniform magnetization reversal,

this model still gives good insight into thermal stability in the recording media.

20

S...

C
0)

Eo1o

-0.5

o 50 100 1W0 20 2W) 300

angle (deg)
isolated Stoner-Wohlfarth particle. [Ref 15]

-100 -50

Figure 1.3 Energy of an
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Figure 1.3 shows the energy of an isolated elliptical Stoner-Wohlfarth particle with respect

to the angle between the easy axis of the particle and the field. The energy barrier between

the two stable states is field dependent,
E = V[K sin 2 0 + HMs cos(O -#)]

The switching volume (V), magnetic anisotropy energy (K) and saturation magnetization

(Ms) are the properties of particles, while 0 and b describe the orientation of particle

with respect to the applied magnetic field (H). Switching volume (V) is the unit volume of

magnetic moments that switch together in magnetization reversal and may be different from

physical volume (Vp), the actual volume of the particle. The magnetic anisotropy energy (K)

depends on the material, crystallography and shape of the magnetic particle. 0 is the angle

between magnetization and field direction and 4 is the angle between the easy axis and

magnetic field. The energy barrier is the difference between the maximum and minimum

energy. The following expression gives the field-dependent energy barrier height,

H
EB = KV(I H ) n ... {1

where HO is the anisotropy field (Ho=2xK/Ms) at which field the energy barrier is zero.

From the above equation, one may see that the energy barrier is KV at zero applied field

and the energy barrier decreases if there is a demagnetizing interaction among the particles.

The geometric factors n and x are related to the spatial arrangement of magnetic particles.

For instance, n = 0.5 and x = 1 if particles are isolated and the applied field is along the

easy axis direction.

The thermal stability of a particle ensemble depends on the relative ratio of magnetic

energy barrier and thermal energy. At finite temperatures, thermal fluctuations may act to

assist in overcoming the reversal barrier, EB. According to the Arrhenius-Neel model, the

magnetization of the ensemble, M(t), decreases exponentially with time t:
-t

M(t)= M(t =0)e'r ...{2}

where the relaxation time - is related to the barrier energy EB and thermal attempt

frequency fo:
-EB

=foe kBT...{3

where the thermal attempt frequency fo sets the timescale for temperature-assisted decay. fo

=109 is commonly used. Thus it becomes possible to define the superparamagnetic effect

by arbitrarily letting the relaxation time - =100 secs, which is roughly the time required to

measure the remanence. No coercivity would be observed in a typical measurement if the

relaxation time were less than 100 secs. Therefore, one obtains that if EB > 25 kBT the

16



system behaves ferromagnetically, and if EB < 25 kBT the system is superparamagnetic 16.

In magnetic data storage, the retained magnetization needs to last for a longer time. Charap

defined a stable magnetic recording media as one which could hold 95% magnetization

over 10 years 17 and the storage barrier requirement for thermal stability criterion is EB > 43

kBT. In a hard disk, the presence of demagnetizing fields lowers the energy barrier and thus

increases the required stability ratio to EB > 60 kBT.

Assuming the switching volume equals the physical volume of the magnetic particle, the

minimal stable isolated particle diameter, Dp, of 60 kBT criterion, and the critical diameter

for observing superparamagnetism in an isolated particle, Ds, can be roughly estimated for

different magnetic materials. Table 1.1 lists the critical diameters for CoPtCr, Co and FePt

particles.

Material Ku Ms DP (60kBT) Ds (25kBT)

(107 erg/cm 3) (emu/cm ) (nm) (nm)

Co 7 1Cr 17Pt 12  0.2 298 20.8 15.6

Co 0.45 1400 16 12

FePt 6.6-10 1140 5.6-6.6 4.2-5.0

(Dp and Ds values are derived without considering demagnetizing field.)

Table 1.1 Important parameters for CoPtCr, Co and FePt particles.

Assuming a 60 kBT criterion, a square-packed Co particle system with 16 nm particle

diameter and 32 nm spacing results in a density of 600 GParticle/in 2 and a FePt particle

system with 6nm particle diameter and 12 nm spacing, gives a density of 4.2x 1012

particle/in 2. Therefore, the high thermal stability of the grains in a discrete magnetic

particle system raises the upper limit of data density considerably beyond that expected in

conventional media.

1.4 Self-assembled Block Copolymers

Block copolymers consist of chemically distinct macromolecules covalently linked to form

a single chain. The different blocks are frequently incompatible; owing to the mutual

repulsion, the blocks tend to phase segregate into different microdomains. The spatial

extent of the domains is limited by the constraint imposed by the chemical connectivity of

17



the blocks. Area minimization at the interface takes place due to high interfacial energy

between two blocks. As a result of minimizing free energy, self-organization of a periodic

structure occurs on the nanometric length scale. Depending on the length, connectivity, and

mutual interaction of the different blocks, the microdomains can form as

body-centered-cubic spheres, an ordered bicontinuous double diamond (or double gyroid)

structure, hexagonally packed cylinders and alternating lamellae 18. Figure 1.4 demonstrates

various morphologies of polystyrene (PS) -b- polyisoprene (PI) block copolymers as a

function of the volume fraction of polystyrene.

PS PS PS PS, Pi P1 P1 P1

Spheres Cylinders OBDD Lamellae OBDD Cylinders Spheres

i i i i i i

Os 0.17 0.28 0.34 0.62 0.66 0.77
for
PS-PI diblock copolymers

Figure 1.4 Morphologies of PS-PI diblock copolymers. [Ref 18]

The beauty of using block copolymers as the building blocks for nanostructures is that the

domain size, period, symmetry and composition of block copolymers can be designed and

experimentally controlled. In the bulk, the structures and properties of block copolymers

are determined by molecular parameters including the overall degree of polymerization N,

the volume fraction of A /B component, and the A-B segment-segment interaction

(Flory-Huggins) parameter x. The first two factors can be regulated through chemical

synthesis and the interaction parameter is determined by the selection of the A-B monomer

pair. The product NX can be regarded as a measure of the degree of segregation. The strong

segregation limit corresponds to NX>> 10. In this region, microdomains of A and
2/3 1/6

microdomains of B are well separated and the period for the microdomain scales as N 23 .

The sizes and periods of these microdomain structures are governed by the chain

dimensions and are typically on the order of tens of nm.

Many applications, including patterned media, require 2-D periodic nanostructures. Block

copolymers spontaneously form repeating nanometer-scale patterns over a large area as

well as 3-D structures in the bulk phase. In a thin film, the presence of a substrate and free

surface introduces additional driving forces for structure formation and results in changes in

domain dimensions or phase transitions due to preferential segregation of one block at the
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substrate or surface 19. Therefore, three important issues need to be considered for block

copolymer thin films.

First, polymer films are sensitive to the surface. Polymer films with high interfacial energy

and low viscosity quickly dewet from substrate surface and cannot form a uniform film

with stable morphology. In order to have stable and uniform block copolymer thin film for

subsequent lithography steps, surface compatibility between thin film and substrate is very

important.

Second, the surface tension between substrate and each block of the polymer sets the

boundary condition for microdomain orientation of the block copolymer 19,20. Figure 1.5

shows two structures formed from a lamellar polystyrene (PS) -b- polymethylmethacrylate

(PMMA) thin film due to different surface boundary conditions. PS is present at both at the

air surface and the substrate in figure 1.5a. Figure 1.5b shows that nonpreferential boundary

conditions can lead to perpendicular orientation of lamellae. Similar behaviors were

observed in cylindrical block copolymers.

(a) (b)

PMMA

Figure 1.5 Orientation of PS-PMMA lamellar thin film at (a) preferential wetting, (b)

non-preferential wetting condition.

Third, block copolymer thin films typically are less ordered than the bulk copolymers.

However, long-range positional order and orientation of the microdomains is vital to many

nanostructure applications. A block copolymer thin film is typically a "polycrystalline

structure" consisting of randomly oriented polymer "grains". A grain is a region where

microdomains form a structure with translational symmetry. The typical "grain size" or

correlation length of an ordered region is in the order of hundreds of nanometers to a

micron depending on the process conditions, surface interactions and the degree of

polymerization N, and interaction parameter X of block copolymers. Therefore, enhancing

mobility of polymer molecules, reducing surface pinning 21 and extended thermal annealing

time help to increase the grain size of a copolymer thin film 22
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1.5 Templated Self-assembly

Many practical applications require nanostructures with long-range positional order. For

patterned magnetic media, precise positions of the magnetic dots are important so that the

recording head can address every single bit. Self-assembled systems, by themselves,

typically lack long-range order and contain a large population of uncontrolled defects. The

nanostructures of block copolymer thin films typically are short-range ordered, randomly

oriented and contain uncontrollable defects. There is therefore an interest in developing

methods for making long-range ordered structures from these self-assembled systems.

There have been several attempts to guide self-assembly in order to create structures that

otherwise would not spontaneously form. An electric fields have been used to guide the

orientation of cylindrical block copolymers 2. Mesoscopic silica can be oriented in

channels using capillary force 24. Directional solidification with a temperature gradient

provides the control of the cylinder orientation of block copolymers 2. In addition to

controlling the orientation of the self-assembled system, spatial confinement or chemical

surface patterns can be used to precisely control the positions of nanostructures. For

example, similar to the classical growth of epitaxial crystal films, lamellar block

copolymers can be aligned with chemically heterogeneous stripe-patterned substrates when

the domain spacing of the copolymer matches the period of the substrates 26 In

graphoepitaxy, the templating thin film growth using substrate topographic features,

long-range positional order can also be induced by surface patterns with length scales larger
27

than the domain spacing or lattice parameter of the self-assembled system . Well ordered

crystals, liquid crystals, lamellar block copolymers have been achieve with this method 27,28

Graphoepitaxy is of particular interest because such templated self-assembly makes it

possible to control the locations of nanoscale features using considerably coarser substrate

features, producing hierarchical structures. Patterned substrates have been employed to

improve the in-plane order of PS-PVP (polyvinylpyridine) thin films to form "single

crystal" nanostructures with very low defect levels over lengths of up to 5 p1m 29

Combining bottom-up process such as block copolymer lithography with top-down process

templated self-assembly methods would allow nanostructures to be lithographically

fabricated in precise positions on a substrate. In this thesis, we present a graphoepitaxy

method for orienting self-assembled block copolymers using substrates patterned by

interference lithography over areas of several cm 2. Ordered nanostructures of other

materials can be made from an ordered block copolymer by pattern transfer. In this system,

features within the templating pattern can deliberately introduce defects and dislocations in
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the domain array. Studies of assembly in block copolymers templated by patterned

substrates illustrate the power of the templating process in its ability to tailor the spacing of

a self-assembled structure and to engineer the location of defects, which enables the design

of precisely patterned hierarchical structures for a variety of applications.
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1.6 Contents

The ultimate goal of this project is to develop a simple and low-cost method to fabricate

large-area magnetic elements with long-range order and precise positions using

self-assembled block copolymers. Each chapter in the thesis presents a part of our attempt

to accomplish this goal.

Chapter 2 of this thesis covers the materials and experimental methods. This includes

properties of PFS-containing block copolymers, pattern transfer techniques, fabrication of

topographical substrates for templating self-assembly, and magnetic characterization tools

and methods. Considerations regarding the use of block copolymers as templates are

discussed. This chapter also describes the conditions for plasma etching in pattern transfer,

using reactive-ion-etching and ion-beam etching. In addition, magnetometers and methods

for studying magnetic particle arrays are explained in this chapter. The fabrication of

magnetic nanostructures form block copolymers is described in chapter 3. A

sphere-morphology PFS-PS thin film is converted to nanopillars using oxygen plasma

under optimized conditions. Co, NiFe and pseudo-spin-valve dot arrays are made from

polymer mask and the subsequent patterning of a silica/tungsten/magnetic stack. The

ion-milling process is also optimized especially for patterning magnetic nanostrucutres. In

chapter 4, magnetic characterization is performed on the magnetic dot arrays. The

activation volumes and interparticle interaction of magnetic particles are interpreted form

sweep-rate dependent coercivity and AM plots. Magnetic dot arrays with different volume

and composition are compared. Although magnetic dot arrays can be successfully made

using block copolymer lithography, these arrays contain many defects and lack long-range

ordering, which is not desired for applications such as patterned media. Chapter 5 describes

our work on controlling the self-assembled process using topographical templates. Block

copolymers were confined laterally in grooved substrates and form well ordered structures.

Detailed studies show that with proper topographical features, we can precisely control the

position of each block copolymer microdomain and introduce defects purposefully into

arrays. Finally, a conclusion and potential future works are presented in chapter 6.
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Chapter 2

MATERIALS AND EXPERIMENT METHODS

The self-organizing behavior and the periodic nanostructure of a block copolymer thin film

make it ideal as a lithographic template to fabricate nanoscale magnetic particle arrays. This

chapter covers basic concepts and background information regarding the fabrication and

characterization of magnetic particle arrays made using block copolymers, including

consideration of block copolymer templates, pattern transfer techniques, preparation of

patterned substrates, and magnetic characterization. The block copolymer templates section

includes the considerations of polymer templates and properties of PFS-containing block

copolymers. Operation principles and conditions for plasma etching of polymeric materials,
oxide, metal and magnetic thin films are discussed in the pattern transfer section. The third

section of this chapter describes interference lithography and the fabrication of grating

substrates that are used to guide the self-assembly process. Finally, the basic principles of

magnetometers and characterization methods such as dynamic coercivity and AM plots are

introduced in the magnetic characterization section.

2.1 Block Copolymer Templates

Comparing with other conventional nanolithographic, self-assembled block copolymers

provide a simple method to make a nanoscale periodic structure. The challenge lies in how

to create the lithographic templates from block copolymers effectively and efficiently. In

addition to good surface compatibility and process stability of block copolymers, a simple

and highly selective process is necessary to convert a flat block copolymer thin film into a

template. This section describes the important considerations and provides background

information for a block copolymer template, in addition to describing the properties of

block copolymers we used in this project.

2.1.1 Block copolymers as Lithographic Templates

In general, the etch selectivity between two blocks depends on the polymer chemistry and

etching method. Block copolymers such as PS (polystyrene) -PI (polyisoprene), PS-PB

(polybutadiene), PS-PMMA (polymethylmethacrylate), PS-PVP (poly-2-vinylpyridine)
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have been used as lithographic templates. Cylinder morphology and sphere morphology

polymers are the most common for fabrication of nanostructure arrays because they form

simple and periodic structures on a two-dimensional surface. A range of nanostructures

including high-density Si dots, metal pillars and quantum dots have been created from these

polymers since the late 1990s 1. Selectively removing one block from the copolymer and

leaving the other block on the surface is an essential step in utilizing block copolymers as

templates.

Although the molecular structure is different for the blocks in organic-organic polymers,
there is little removal selectivity within these block copolymers. Therefore, it is difficult to

take off one block without damaging the structure of other block. In some cases, the

selectivity can be enhanced by breaking the backbones of one block. In PS-PI and PS-PB

block copolymers, ozone is used to remove PI and PB spheres by cutting the carbon-carbon

double bonds in the polymer backbone. After ozone treatment and soaking the polymer film

in water, the remaining polymer film contains regularly arranged holes 1 Deep UV

exposure degrades the PMMA domains and simultaneously cross-links the PS matrix in

PS-PMMA thin films in which PMMA cylinders are perpendicular to the substrate. Then

the degraded PMMA can be removed from the PS matrix using acetic acid 2. However,
these etch methods are complicated and require many steps.

On the contrary, plasma etching provides a simple way to obtain high selectivity and

anisotropy. Most organic polymers etch quickly in an oxygen plasma because the

hydrocarbon forms volatile species in an oxygen plasma and then are removed by the

vacuum system of the plasma etching equipment. Loading inorganic components which are

stable in the plasma or form nonvolatile oxide in an oxygen plasma enhances the plasma

resistance of polymeric materials 3. For example, a silylation process combined with

chemically amplified resist is often used in top-surface imaging systems 4. This is

accomplished by irradiating the chemically amplified resist thin film to produce

hydroxyl-containing film in selective areas and then reacting with a silylating agent (such

as Me 2N-SiMe3) to yield the corresponding silylether. The high oxygen-RIE etching

selectivity between the organic polymer and the silylether leads to high contract in the resist.

An inorganic component can also be loaded selectively into one block in the block

copolymer system. For instance, in PS-PVP, gold particles were incorporated into the PVP

spheres after loading and reduction reaction. The gold particles in the block copolymers

become good resists in the plasma etching for patterning As/InGaAs/GaAs quantum dots

and diamond dots 5.
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To combine the benefits from self-assembled block copolymer with the high plasma

resistance of an inorganic component, efforts have been made to synthesize

inorganic-containing self-assembled block copolymers. Polyferrocenyldimethylsilane (PFS)

(figure 2.1) is an organometallic polymer containing iron and silicon and offers good etch
6resistance to oxygen RIE . A combination of an organic block and an organometallic block

leads to very high etching selectivity (1:40) between the two blocks and made possible a

one-step process to convert block copolymer thin films into topographical nanostructures .

Because there are many advantages associated with plasma etch process and

inorganic-containing block copolymers, in this project, we will develop a fabrication

scheme to make magnetic particle array based on PFS-containing block copolymers

combined with plasma etching.

CH3- Fc

CH-
in

Figure 2.1 Chemical structure of polyferrocenyldimethylsilane (PFS).

2.1.2 PFS Homopolymer and PFS-containing Block Copolymers

Polyferrocenylsilanes are a novel class of transition-metal-containing macromolecules with

a backbone that consists of alternating ferrocene and organosilane units. High molecular

weight examples of these polymers were first prepared by a ring opening polymerization

route . Such a synthetic route allows the control of molecular weight, and gives access to

block copolymers with skeletal transition metal atoms, and made it possible to synthesize

materials with desired nanostructure and chemical properties 9. The PFS-containing block

copolymers we use in this project were synthesized by Dr. Rob Lammertink, Dr. Mark

Hempenius and Mr. Igor Korczagin in Professor G. J. Vancso's group at University

Twente.

In order to design the nanostructures of PFS block copolymers for making self-assembled

lithographic masks, it is important to know the chemical and physical properties of PFS and

the phase behavior of block copolymers made from PFS. PFS is a semi-crystalline polymer

with a melting temperature between 110 0C and 145 0C and its glass transition temperature
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varies between 26 C for 10K PFS and 33 0C for very high molecular weight. The density

of PFS is 1.44 g/cm 3 (other reports 1.26 g/cm 3) and it can dissolve in many organic solvents

such as THF and toluene 8-10. PFS homopolymers and block copolymers are orange-brown

colored, chemically stable at room temperature and may crystallize slowly over time. In

general, PFS is an easily handled polymer. To obtain amorphous PFS, which is desired for

our purpose, it is necessary to anneal the sample above melting temperature and to quench

below the glass transition temperature.

The size, structure and symmetry of the nanostructures formed during phase separation

depend on the molecular structures of the block copolymers. The nanostructure can be

controlled either by direct synthesis of the block copolymers or by blending homopolymers

into block copolymers. Adding homopolymers into block copolymers may lead to an

increase of domain size and/ or a phase change. Many PFS-containing block copolymers

have been synthesized including PS-PFS, PDMS (polydimethylsiloxane)-PFS, PI-PFS.

PS-PFS is one of the most studied block copolymers in this family and its chemical

structure is shown in figure 2.2. The morphologies of PS-PFS have been studied using

transmission electron microscopy (TEM), small angle X-ray scattering (SAX) and rheology

methods 11,12 Figure 2.3 is the resulting phase diagram of PS-PFS. Ns and NF are the

degree of polymerization (number of repeating unit) of the PS block and PFS block. The

total segment-segment interaction for this polymer is NX/kBT = (Ns+NF) x/kBT. In this

diagram, (Ns+NF)/T, which is proportional to the total segment interaction, is plotted

against overall volume fraction of PFS. Neat block copolymer data are given as solid

symbols and blended copolymers are displayed as open symbols. The phase diagram of

PS-PFS is similar to that of conventional organic-organic block copolymers. The phase

transitions between ordered phases are located at 22%, 43%, 65%, 68% and 79% for

body-center-cubic spheres (BCC), hexagonal packed cylinders (HEX), alternating lamellae

(LAM), double gyroid (DG), HEX, BCC. The dotted lines in figure 2.3 represent these

phase boundaries. The squares in the figure display the disordered states.

CH 3  Fe

n-Bu--CH2 CH-

CH 3

m

Figure 2.2 Chemical structure of PS-PFS block copolymer.
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Figure 2.3 Phase diagram of PS-PFS copolymers. [Ref 11]

2.1.3 PFS-containing Block Copolymers as Lithographic Templates

Two-dimensional periodic structures from thin films of perpendicular cylinders or spheres

are ideal for making a self-assembled mask. Cylindrical morphology PS-PFS and PI-PFS

were spin-cast on silicon wafers to form thin films with various thickness. In thin films of

PS-PFS, the orientation of the PFS cylinders is sensitive to the thickness of the film. When

the film thickness is close to the domain period plus wetting layer thickness, cylinders lie

parallel to the substrate. When the film thickness differs greatly from that value, cylinders

became perpendicular to the substrate ". PI-PFS followed a similar trend, and highly

uniform perpendicular cylinders could be obtained in very thin films. The domain spacing

of PI-PFS (36 kg/mole for PI and 12 kg/more for PFS, known as IF 36/12) is 30 nm. Figure

2.4 shows the morphology of IF 36/12 thin films of different thickness. The thicker films

have a mixed morphology of parallel and perpendicular cylinders (figure 2.4a and 2.4b). As

thickness decreases, more cylinders become perpendicular to the substrate. When the film

is thin enough, all cylinders are perpendicular to the substrate as shown in figure 2.4c.
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Figure 2.4 AFM images of morphologies of IF 36/12 thin film of different thickness

(1ptm X 1 pim area). Unprotected isoprene is removed to show PFS cylinders. (a) 30 nm

thick film, (b) 27 nm thick film, and (c) 25 nm thick film. As the thickness of the

copolymer thin film decreases, more of the PFS cylinders become perpendicular to the

substrates.

Although PI-PFS forms nice perpendicular cylinders and can be converted to nanopillars of

PFS on the surface after oxygen plasma treatment, a structure that is desired for block

copolymer templates 12, the perpendicular cylindrical morphology of PI-PFS is not stable.

In the PI-PFS, the low glass transition temperature (around -60 *C) of the PI and its

incompatibility with substrate surfaces limits the stability and structural integrity of the

nanostructure. Crystallization of the PFS domains can occur at room temperature, at which

temperature the PI block is rubbery, resulting in the destruction of the nanodomains. In

addition, annealing to improve the phase-separation and the domain uniformity can lead to

reorganization of the nanodomains and dewetting of the film from the substrate 13

Therefore, in this project, instead of PI-PFS, we use PS-PFS where PS is glassy at room

temperature (glass transition temperature of PS is around 100 'C) which leads to a more

stable structure.

In addition to the material stability, the morphology of the block copolymer is another

important consideration. For some applications, cylinders may be required to achieve high

aspect ratio nanostructures. However, for fabrication of nanoparticle arrays, a sphere

morphology allows easier processing than a cylindrical morphology because there is only

one morphology in the one-dimensional sphere system and it has no out-of-plane

orientation with respect to the substrate. According to the consideration of etching

selectivity, stability and morphology of block copolymer, in this project we used

sphere-morphology PS-PFS (figure 2.2) for the self-assembled lithographic mask.
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From the PS-PFS phase diagram in figure 2.3, to obtain a sphere-morphology block

copolymer, a PFS component less than 22% volume fraction is required. Two

sphere-morphology PS-PFS polymers, SF 91/21 (91 kg/mole of PS and 21 kg/mole PFS)

and SF 32/10 (32 kg/mole of PS and 10 kg/mole PFS), were chosen to fabricate

high-density particle arrays. The thin films of these polymers form hexagonally

close-packed PFS spheres embedded in the PS matrix. Sphere density and sphere diameter

can be estimated from micrographs. When these spheres are used as templates to form

magnetic particles, the particles will typically be single domain. The volume fraction,
spacing between the spheres, and sphere density of these two polymers in a monolayer of

thin film are summarized in table 2.1.

Polymer PFS Volume Fraction Sphere Spacing Sphere Density
SF 91/21 16% 56 nm 2.38x10" /in 2

SF 32/10 20% 29 nm 8.86x10" /in 2

Table 2.1 The basic structural data of PS-PFS block copolymers used in this thesis.

Spherical PS-PFS copolymers were synthesized by sequential anionic polymerization.

Polymerization of styrene in ethylbenzene was initiated by n-butyllithium and proceeded

for a certain time. After the styrene block formation was complete, 1,1'dimethylsily-

ferrocenophane and THF were added for formation of the PFS block. Adding a few

methanol drops would terminate the polymerization of PFS. Then the block copolymer was

precipitated in methanol and then dried out. The block ratios were calculated form

1H-NMR spectrum and GPC measurements were carried out in THF. The polydispersity of

our PS-PFS is less than 1.1, which is ideal for making block copolymer template with

narrow size distribution.

2.1.4 Preparation of PS-PFS Block Copolymer Thin Films

The block copolymer was spin-coated on silicon or oxide substrates as a 1-3% (wt/wt)

PS-PFS solution in toluene. The thickness of polymer thin film increases with solution

viscosity and decreases with spin speed. The thickness of the polymer thin film is

determined by ellipsometer. For example, a 1.5% of SF 32/10 solution spun at 2000 rpm

gives a 51 nm thick polymer film, while a 60 nm thick film forms from a 1.5% of SF 91/21

solution spun at the same speed, because the viscosity is higher for the polymer solution

with higher molecular weight at the same concentration. Spin curves of polymer solutions
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give correlations between spin speed and film thickness. The thin films are then annealed

for 48 hours to improve ordering of the microdomains of block copolymers. SF 91/21 is

annealed at 180*C and SF 32/10 is annealed at 140C.

To be used as lithographic templates, the polymer thin films need to contain a monolayer of

PFS spheres. A 39 nm thick SF 32/10 polymer thin film forms a ~ 10 nm PFS brush layer at

the substrate interface and a monolayer (29 nm) of spheres as illustrated in figure 2.5.

...... PF..
PFS Sphere

L...ayer

Br ush

Figure 2.5 Schematic of the arrangement of the polymer chains in the domains and at the

silica substrate surface.

Figure 2.6 shows SEM micrographs of the structures of PFS spheres in this 42 nm thick SF

32/10 thin film. The unprotected PS is removed by oxygen plasma to reveal the spatial

arrangement of the PFS spheres. This thin film forms uniformly-sized sphere arrays with

center-to-center spacing of 29 nm. Such sphere arrays can be used as lithographic

templates.

If the polymer film is thicker than the monolayer thickness, one monolayer and some

sections of a second layer are formed after annealing as holes and islands. Figure 2.7 shows

SEM micrographs of a 48 nm thick SF 32/10 thin film. The one-layer region (hole) and

two-layer region (island) are randomly distributed on the surface. The total area covered by

the two-layer region on the substrate can be determined by the average thickness of the film.

Fewer two-layer regions are present when the thickness of the film is closer to a monolayer

thick. In two-layer region, the spheres of the second layer are mostly present in the dips of

the first layer as shown in figure 2.7b. These irregular structures are undesired for

lithographic applications. Therefore, it is important to control the thickness of the polymer

thin film so that uniform sphere arrays can be obtained.
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Figure 2.6 SEM micrographs of a 42 nm thick SF 32/10 thin film on silica substrate. (a)

Uniform PFS sphere arrays. (b) locally close-packed structures of PFS spheres.
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Figure 2.7 SEM micrographs of a 48 nm thick SF 32/10 thin film on silica substrate. (a)

Non-uniform PFS spheres. Some regions were one monolayer and the others are

two-monolayer areas. (b) The spheres in the second layers are placed at the dips of the

bottom layer, and these structures are not as regular as the monolayer region.
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2.2 Pattern Transfer Techniques

To use a block copolymer thin film as a self-organizing lithographic mask for fabrication of

magnetic particle arrays, pattern transfer techniques play a critical role. Pattern transfer is

needed to convert the polymer film into a topological template and to transfer the template

structures into magnetic materials. Magnetic particle arrays can be made through either

addictive methods or subtractive methods. Electroplating and evaporation are addictive

methods, which deposit magnetic materials through the templates with arrays of holes.

Electroplating has been used to make high aspect ratio magnetic cylinders and flat magnetic

dots have been made by evaporation 2. On the other hand, a subtractive method involves

etching process to remove magnetic material from a continuous thin film to form a discrete

dot array.

We used SF 91/21 and SF 32/10 as the lithographic templates because of their high

selectivity, stability and compatibility. The PFS in the PS-PFS copolymer is the minority

block and form spheres in the PS matrix. Thus, a mask consisting of an array of PFS dot is

obtained from these polymers because PFS patterns are left on the surface while

unprotected PS is removed. In this case, it would require extra steps to invert the pattern

contrast to form arrays of holes needed for addictive processing. Therefore, a subtractive

method is simpler and more suitable for pattern transfer when using mask made from our

PS-PFS block copolymers.

Plasma etching provides a way to selectively remove materials so that a pattern can be

transferred from the mask layer to the other layers. This section covers the basic operation

principles for plasma etching and details the conditions for the processes used in this

project.

2.2.1 Plasma Process

Basic mechanisms of plasma etching include physical sputtering, chemical etching, and an
14ion-enhanced energetic mechanism as shown in figure 2.5 . In most cases, several

mechanisms are involved in any etching process and can be controlled by the gas species,

gas pressure and plasma voltage. In the physical sputtering process (figure 2.8a),

high-energy ions mechanically eject substrate material at a low pressure around 10-4-10-6

torr. Ion-beam etching (or ion milling), for instance, is a pure physical sputtering process.
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The advantage of the ion-milling process is that this mechanism can occur on any substrate,

including magnetic materials which are difficult to etch otherwise. In a pure chemical

etching process (figure 2.8b), the neutral radicals react with the substrate isotropically at

high pressure (0.1-10 torr) and then form volatile products that can be quickly removed

through vacuum system. This is typically unsuccessful for etching magnetic materials

because they do not form volatile byproducts.

In between pure physical and pure chemical etching, ion-enhanced energetic processes

(figure 2.8c and 2.8d) can happen under certain conditions and pressure ranges (1 0- ~ 0.1

torr). The energetic ions produce reactive gas species and activate the substrate surface. The

ion bombardment enhances the reactivity of the substrate, allowing chemical reactions to

gasify the materials. In addition, since ions are accelerated across the plasma sheath and

strike the surface vertically, ion-enhanced etching is directional. This process is a typical

mechanism in reactive ion etching (RIE) and, ideally, provides high chemical selectivity

and vertical sidewalls, which are critical in successful pattern transfer. In some cases, a

polymerization reaction takes place on the surface of the trench and protects sidewall by

inhibiting ion bombardment. This ion-enhanced inhibitor process typically gives straighter

sidewalls (figure 2.8d).

VOLATILE
NEUTRAL ION PRODUCT

SPUTTERING ION- ENHANCED
ENERGETIC

0(")

NEUTRAL VOLATILE PRODUCT

NEUTRAL ION PRODUCT

CHEMICAL ION-ENHANCED

(h) INHIBITOR

INHIBITOR (d)

Figure 2.8 Basic mechanisms for plasma etching. [Ref. 14]

2.2.2 Pattern Transfer Process and Conditions - Reactive Ion etching

We used a multilayer scheme to transfer the pattern from a block copolymer thin film to

magnetic layer. The multilayer scheme is polymer/ silica/ tungsten / magnetic layer as

shown in figure 2.9. The thin films of silica, W, Co are electron-beam evaporated onto
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unheated silicon substrates using an Airco Temescal BJD 1800 E-Beam Evaporator. RIE

was used in this project to transfer pattern form polymer films to polymer templates, oxide

layers and tungsten layers. All RIE was performed on a Plasma Therm Model 790 plasma

etcher. Then final etching of the magnetic layer was performed on an Ion Tech ion beam

etcher to transfer the pattern from tungsten layer to the magnetic layer. This part describes

experimental procedures and considerations for the polymer etching process, oxide etching

process and tungsten etching process. The evaporator, plasma etcher and ion-beam etcher

are facilities in the NanoStructure Laboratory at MIT.

PFS

....... ... ....
'PS

Si substrate

Figure 2.9 Multilayers for pattern transfer from block copolymer to magnetic layer.

A. Polymer Etching

PS-PFS thin film is etched in low-bias, low-pressure 0 2-RIE for the best selectivity

between the PFS block and the PS block. PS forms volatile byproducts with 02 plasma and

is quickly removed away. Under 02 plasma, PFS spheres form a surface oxide layer

protecting them from further etching. The selectivity between PS and PFS is higher in the

lower bias condition, because the oxide protection layer survives longer if there is less

physical sputtering. High oxygen pressure leads to high etching rate and fast erosion of the

PFS spheres. Low oxygen pressure reduces the etching rate and enables good control of the

etching process. More studies of converting PS-PFS block copolymers into templates are

discussed in chapter 3.

0 2-RIE was performed at 30V DC bias and 5 mtorr of 02 to etch SF 91/21 and SF 32/10

polymer thin film. Overetching results in non-uniformity of the size of the PFS spheres.
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This 0 2-RIE condition is milder than typical recipes for etching polymeric resists or

antireflection coating but gives good selectivity and control of etching PS-PFS block

copolymers.

B. Silica Etching

Silica (silicon oxide) layer is used as an intermediate layer between the polymer template

and hard mask. The reason to use silica is that polymer features can be transferred to the

silica layer and the hard mask layer can be patterned easily using the silica structure as a

mask with RIE. Silicon oxide forms volatile SiF4 (boiling point is -86 C) in CF 4, CHF3,

C3F8 , C2F6 and many other plasmas. CF 3 seems to be the active echant during the RIE

process. CHF3-RIE performed at 150V DC bias and 10 mtorr of CHF3 had good anisotropy

and selectivity for etching silica with a block copolymer mask. Both evaporated silica and

thermal silica seem to have the same etch rate. The selectivity between oxidized PFS dots

and silica is high and the sidewalls of the silica features are straight. There is no etching of

the silica layer if the PFS brush layer was not partially penetrated during 0 2-RIE.

Overetching reduces the diameters of the silica pillars.

C. Tungsten Etching

Tungsten (W) layer is the hard mask for patterning magnetic thin films. The reason for

choosing W as hard mask will be discussed in the ion-beam etching section. W forms WF6

(boiling point is 17.5 0C) in a CF 4 plasma, where fluorine atoms are the primary etchants.

Adding 02 to CF 4 plasmas enhances the fluorine atom density and reduces carbonaceous

deposits by reactions of oxygen atoms and CFx moieties. It is known that addition of 15%

02 in CF 4 plasma gives a high W etching rate and high etching contrast between silica and

W. The selectivity between W and silica under these RIE conditions is about 3.5 to 11. A

mixture of 85% CF 4 and 15% 02 with a total pressure of 10 mtorr and 30 V DC bias was

used to etch the W film. Low bias reduces the etch rate of silica masks.

On the other hand, CHF3 forms carbonaceous sidewall deposition with W so that W is

hardly etched in CHF 3 gas. Therefore, CHF3 plasma can be used to remove the silica caps

after W etching is done.
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2.2.3 Ion-beam Etching for Patterning Magnetic Materials

Etching magnetic thin film into discrete dots is a challenge. Since magnetic materials such

as cobalt and iron do not form volatile compounds with reactive radicals, ion-beam etching

is the only method to anisotropically remove magnetic materials. Broad-beam ion sources

have been used extensively for patterning 16,17. At the present time, ion-beam etching (or ion

milling) is the primary dry-etching method for critical patterning steps in the fabrication of

magnetic recording heads. Applications include read-element shaping, write-element

pole-tip trimming, removal of the plating seed layer, and air-bearing-surface definition 18

In ion-beam etching, ionization is achieved by a Kaufman source, which contains a hot

filament, a radio-frequency (or microwave) source. Ions are extracted through a series of

grids and directed to the wafer to be etched. The ionic charges in the ion-beam etching

chamber are neutralized by electrons to avoid charging and arcing on the sample. The

pressure in an ion-beam etching system is typically one to two orders of magnitude lower

than that in a sputtering or reactive ion etching system. As a result, the scattering of the ions

is minimized, and the etching is highly anisotropic.

Faceting and redeposition modify the profile of the structure during ion-beam etching.

These problems are more serious in small structures. Since the momentum transfer is angle

dependent, the ion sputtering has a tendency to develop a facet on the mask edge at the

angle of maximum etch rate. The corner of the mask etches faster than the center of the

mask. This results in the tapered structures instead of straight sidewalls. Because the

sputtered products of ion-milling are non-volatile, they redeposit on step edges.

Redeposition involves non-volatile species from the removed materials settling on the

sidewalls of the mask and etched trench and gives a sloped sidewall profile. A thinner mask

with higher selectivity to the target magnetic materials in the ion-beam etching reduces the

both faceting and redeposition problem.

At dimensions of tens of nanometers, good selectivity is a key to achieve the desired

structure. Physical sputtering is a momentum transfer process, thus the sputtering

selectivity depends on the mass of incident ion (M1) and target atom (M2) 19. The sputtering

yield S is defined as the ratio of number of ejected atoms and number of incident ion, which

is

S= 3a 4MM 2  E,
4;c2 (M1 +M 2 )2 Eb

where a is the efficiency for momentum transfer, E, is the ion incident energy and Eb is the
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surface binding energy of the sputtered materials. Larger differences between Mi and M2

lead to smaller the sputter yields of M2, thus higher resistance to the ion milling process.

Table 2.2 shows the sputtering yield data for Co, Ti and W using He, Ne, and Ar ions-beam

of 500 eV.

Target He (M=4) Ne (M=20) Ar (M=40)

Co (M=59) 0.13 0.9 1.22

Ti (M=49) 0.07 0.43 0.51

W (M=184) 0.01 0.28 0.57

Table 2.2 The sputter yield of Co, Ti and W at different ion beam conditions.

In order to etch the pattern down to the magnetic layer, a hard mask layer to support the

high-energy ion flux is required. Polymeric thin films are not good hard mask layers for ion

milling because of their low density and weaker binding energy. To achieve high selectivity

between hard mask and magnetic layer, a heavier material for the mask and a lighter inert

gas for ion flux are required from the above table and equation. Because of good resistance

to ion milling and well-known process for RIE of W layer, W layer was chosen as a hard

mask for patterning magnetic materials. It was demonstrated that the experimental etching
20

selectivity for W to Co is 2.3 using Ne gas, with no obvious faceting and redeposition

In this project we use Ar and Ne ion beams to transfer the pattern from W to magnetic thin

films. The conditions for ion-beam etching are listed in table 2.3.

Ion Beam Bias Beam Current Current Density Gas Pressure Etch Rate

(eV) (mA) (mA / cm2) (torr) (nm / min)

Ar 500 36-43 0.4-0.6 3 x 10~4  7-12

Ne 1000 36-43 0.4-0.7 4.5 x 10-4 5-8

Table 2.3 The parameters for Ar and Ne ion-beam etching.

The end point of the ion-beam etching process can be determined by measuring magnetic

properties of the sample along the etching process. Details of ion-beam etching process will

be discussed in chapter 3.
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2.3 Fabrication of Topographical Substrates

The structures of self-organizing materials are typically characterized as having short-range

order. A typical block copolymer thin film falls in this category. Figure 2.6 shows the

"polycrystalline structure" of SF 32/10 thin film with a "grain" diameter of a few hundreds

of nm. However, long-range ordered structures are desired for certain applications such as

patterned magnetic recording media. An artificial topographic pattern on the substrate can

be used to orient the growth of a thin film in a process known as graphoepitaxy 2. In this

thesis, we used topographical substrates to template self-assembled process and improve

long-range ordering of block copolymer thin film. Large-area topographical substrates with

regular features of few hundreds nm to a micron are needed for the templating experiments.

The topographical relief structures for templated self-assembly were made by interference

lithography 22, 23. Interference lithography is a maskless method which is ideal for

patterning large-area periodic structures. Two interfering beams form a standing wave

pattern as illustrated in figure 2.10a. The period (P) of the standing wave depends on the

wavelength (k) and the half-angle at which two beam intersect (0).

2sinO

A Lloyd's mirror is one of the methods to produce interference pattern (figure 2.10b). A

laser beam is directed through a spatial filter to remove high frequency noise and then

expanded to cover the area of the mirror/ substrate assembly. The substrate is mounted

perpendicular to the mirror on a rotation stage; therefore, the light arriving directly at the

substrate comes at the same angle as the reflected beam from the mirror and an interference

pattern is formed on the substrate. The period of the pattern can be adjusted by simple

rotation of the whole mirror/ substrate assembly without the need of realignment of the

optical path. In addition, the rigid mechanical connection between the substrate and mirror

fixes the length of the optical path for the two incident beams and thus this set up is

relatively robust.

The substrates were 10 cm-diameter silicon wafers, which were thermally oxidized to form

a 150 nm thick surface layer of silica. A trilayer resist stack consisting of a 200 nm thick

antireflection coating layer (ARC, AZ BARLi), a 30 nm thick evaporated silica interlayer

then a 200 nm thick photoresist layer (PFI-88 from Sumitomo) was deposited sequentially

over the oxidized wafer. A 325 nm wavelength HeCd laser was used to expose grating

structures in the resist with a periodicity that was varied from 200 nm to 1500 nm by
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Figure 2.10 (a) Two beams interference form a standing wave pattern. (b) Lloyd's mirror

set up for interference lithography. [Ref 23]

varying the relative angle between incident beam and substrate. The resist was developed in

CD26 after exposure and the pattern transferred down into the underneath layers.

Figure 2.11 demonstrates the process of pattern transfer from the resist to the underlayers.

A grating in the developed photoresist is shown in figure 2.11 a. CHF3 RIE is used to etch

the silica interlayer and this interlayer serves as the hard mask to etch thick ARC layer

using 0 2+He RIE. High etching bias improves etching anisotropy, which is particularly

important for etching thick ARC layer. The addition of He gas dilutes 02 gas and stabilizes

plasma. The etch rate of ARC with this 0 2+He-RIE depends on the dimension of the

features; higher etch rate was found for larger features. Figure 2.11b shows the etched

trilayer resist. Then the grating structure is transferred to the thermal oxide layer through

another CHF3 RIE process as illustrated in figure 2.11 c. After removing the residual ARC

on the top with an RCA clean, a square-wave grating topography remains in the thermal

oxide (figure 2.1 ld). The duty cycle of the grating and the depth of the steps are adjusted

by controlling the exposure time and etch process. With the control of period, groove width

and groove depth, various gratings were made for testing the templated self-assembly of

block copolymers. Table 2.4 lists the parameters used in the fabrication of grating

structures, etching time varies with the grating period and desired duty cycle. Longer

etching time is needed for smaller grating period.
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Figure 2.11 SEM micrographs of grating substrates. (a) Grating structures in the

photoresist after development. (b) Etch into the interlayer and ARC. (c) Etch into oxide. (d)

Oxide grating after RCA clean.

Process Conditions Time (min: sec)

RIE 20 nm Oxide 150 V DC, 10 mtorr CHF3  1:00 ~ 1:30

RIE 200 nm ARC 250 V DC, 6 mtorr 02+He (2:1) 2:00 - 3:00

RIE thermal Oxide 150 V DC, 10 mtorr CHF3  depends on the required depth

RCA Clean H20:NH40H:H20 2 = 5:1:1, 80 'C 15:00

Table 2.4 Fabrication process of grating structures.
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2.4 Magnetic Characterization

Ferromagnetism of materials can be studied by hysteresis measurement. A hysteresis loop

is the relationship between the material's magnetization and an externally applied magnetic

field. Magnetic characterization of a particle array involves generating a hysteresis loop

using a magnetometer that senses the magnetic moment of a sample. Both vibrating sample

magnetometer (VSM) and alternating gradient field magnetometer (AGM) were used to

characterize magnetic particle arrays. The basic setup and principles of VSM and AGM are

described in this section. In addition, sweep-rate dependent coercivities and AM plots are

introduced here for characterizing activation volume of particle switching and inter-particle

interactions.

2.4.1 Vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM)

The vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM) is based on the principle of Faraday's law of

induction and is the most commonly used method of magnetic characterization. Figure

2.12a is a schematic of a VSM. In the VSM, the sample is mounted at the end of a rigid rod

attached to a mechanical resonator, which oscillates the sample, usually in a vertical

direction, at a fixed frequency at 75 Hz. Surrounding the sample nearby is a set of pick-up

coils. An electromagnet produces a DC magnetic field to magnetize the sample. As the

sample oscillates, its magnetic field, which is proportional to the magnetization (M) of the

sample, leads to a varying magnetic flux through the coils. The induced EMF voltage is

directly proportional to dM/dt; therefore, the magnetic moment of the sample can be

derived by calibrating with a reference sample. The voltage measured across the sensing

coils depends on the vibration frequency, vibration amplitude, and the sensitivity function

of sensing coils 2. The VSM usually has a sensitivity limit of 10- 10-6 emu

(a) Vibration (b) Piezoelectric

Unit Sensor

Sampl Sampi //

Detection Coil - Gradient Coi

Figure 2.12 Schematics of (a) VSM, and (b) AGM
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2.4.2 Alternating Gradient Magnetometer (AGM)

An alternating gradient field magnetometer (AGM) is a highly sensitive measurement

system, capable of measuring a hysteresis loop in a very short time. It uses a modified

technique compared to conventional VSM. In VSM, a sample placed in a magnetic field is

vibrated at a fixed frequency via an electro-mechanical transducer. In an AGM, an

alternating gradient field is utilized to exert a periodic force on a magnetized sample. The

sample is mounted on the tip of an extension rod attached to a piezoelectric element as

illustrated in figure 2.12b. The field gradient generated from the coils exerts an alternating

force on the sample proportional to the magnitude of the gradient field and the magnetic

moment of the sample. The resulting deflection of the extension is transmitted to the

piezoelectric sensor and the output signal of the piezoelectric element is detected at the

operating frequency of the gradient field. The signal from the piezoelectric element is

greatly enhanced by operating at or near the mechanical resonant frequency of the assembly.

Therefore, a high sensitivity of 10-7 ~ 10-8 emu can be achieved in AGM 25.

There are advantages and disadvantages of AGM. Compared with VSM, AGM has higher

sensitivity and better signal to noise ratio, hence, AGM allows measuring smaller and

thinner samples and requires less time to complete a hysteresis loop. However, there are

more restrictions for the sample in the AGM measurement. The size and mass of the sample

must be small enough so that the resonance frequency of the piezo is not reduced

significantly and the gradient field is uniform for the whole sample. The measured moment

is sensitive to sample placement due to the gradient field. In addition, when measuring low

coercivity sample (Hc < 100 Oe), it is necessary to reduce the magnitude of the gradient

field in order to maintain the accuracy of measurement and hence reduce the sensitivity and

signal to noise ratio. In general, AGM is suitable for small, low moment samples, while

VSM is better for large, low coercivity samples.

It is sometimes difficult to quantify the magnetic moment using AGM because the typical

sample size was larger than the size of the AGM standard, which is an epoxy sealed 4 mm2

square Ni foil. For example, when 64 mm 2 sample is measured in a well-calibrated VSM

and AGM, the measured coercivities are the same for both measurements, but the results of

saturation magnetization (Ms) and the remanence are different. For instance, Ms = 440

ptemu from AGM and Ms = 385 ptemu from VSM. Therefore, we compared the a series of

sample of the same sample size and shape with AGM, but use VSM for absolute values for

magnetic properties.
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2.4.3 Sweep-rate Dependent Coercivity

Switching volume (or activation volume), V, is the unit volume of magnetic moments that

switch together in magnetization reversal. The energy barrier for switching the

magnetization of a particle is proportional to KV, where K is the magnetic anisotropy

energy. Therefore, the switching volume can be used to characterize the thermal stability

and the switching behavior of the magnetic particle.

The energy barrier and switching volume of the medium are often determined by measuring

the scan-rate dependence of coercivity, Hc (R). The coercivity increases as the scan rate (or

field pulse time) increases and the smaller the switching volume, the larger is the change in

time-dependent coercivity. The basic principle and measurement are described by Sharrock

26. Defining the scan-rate dependent coercivity, Hc(t), as the field that causes switching of

half of the particle in the sample during time t,

Hc (t)= Ho{1-[(&T)ln(fot)]"} ... {2}
KV

where Ho is the anisotropy field at which field the energy barrier is zero; kB is Boltzman

constant and fo is the thermal attempt frequency which is around 109 Hz. Figure 2.13 shows

the scan rate dependent coercivity of typical magnetic recording media 27. Four different

media with different thickness 6 are measured. The sweep-rate dependent coercivity of all

four samples varies mostly linearly with logarithm of field pulse length. This trend follows

equation {2} over a large time scale. The switching volume can be derived from the inverse

slope 1/C - KV/kBT. It is obvious that thinner media has smaller inverse slope, thus smaller

switching volume. The switching volume scales up with the thickness of the magnetic film.

0.8

0.6- 92-
72

0.2- A 111:6 7.5 "M

0.0-1rm -0 P1V" 10 0

10^0 10 .7 10'4 10,1

field pulse length, t. (s)

Figure 2.13 Scan-rate (pulse width) dependent coercivity. [Ref 27]
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The switching volume can be compared with the actual grain volume, Vp. Ideally, V ~ Vp is

desired for patterned media applications. Measuring the switching volume of magnetic

nanostructures provides us a tool to characterize the reversal in magnetic particle arrays.

2.4.4 AM Plots

The magnetic properties of small particle arrays can be greatly affected by interparticle

interactions. Remanence curves probe the irreversible component of magnetization and can

supply important information about the intrinsic magnetic properties of the system. There

are two basic remanence curves: isothermal remanent magnetization (IRM) and dc

demagnetization (DCD) curves. IRM is obtained by magnetizing an initially AC

demagnetized sample by applying an increasing field, H, in small steps and measuring the

remanence, Mr(H), after removal of the field. The DCD curve is similarly measured by

applying an increasing negative field to an initially saturated sample. Mr(00), and the

remanence, Md(H), is obtained after removal of the field. For an assembly of

non-interacting, uniaxial single domain particles, Wohlfarth showed that Mr(H) and Md(H)

are related according to the following expression 28.

Md(H)= M,(oo)-2M,(H)

Henkel proposed that deviations from this relation can be attributed to interparticle

interactions as long as the particles retain their single domain, uniaxial behavior 29. Hence,

it is possible to determine whether the interparticle interactions enhance or reduce the

magnetization of the sample. Then AM is defined as following,

AM = 2M,(H)-1-Md(H)

where Mr(H) and Md(H) are normalized by Mr(oo). Positive values of AM are due to

interactions promoting the magnetized state while negative values of AM are caused by

interactions tending to assist magnetization reversal.

Figure 2.14 shows the AM deviations of c-Fe metal particles at different packings 3O. P is

the packing fraction of magnetic particles in the sample. Negative AM indicates these u-Fe

metal particles are demagnetized by their neighboring particles. The interaction of these

magnetic particles increase as the packing fraction because of smaller spacing between the

particles in a denser sample.
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AM deviations of a-Fe metal particles at different packings. [Ref 30]
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Chapter 3

FABRICATION OF MAGNETIC PARTICLE ARRAYS

USING BLOCK COPOLYMER LITHOGRAPHY

Periodic nanostructures of block copolymer provide a self-assembled template for

nanolithography 1. Combining the block copolymer templates and additive or subtractive

methods, various nanoparticle arrays have been made. For example, Si, Ge, SiNX, and GaAs

nanodots have been made using etching or selective area growth based on spherical PS-PI

or PS-PB templates 2. Vertical arrays of Co nanowires, silica nanopillars and metal

nanoporous or nanodot films have been electroplated or evaporated through cylindrical

holes in PS-PMMA 6-11. As/InGaAs/GaAs quantum dots and diamond dots have been

made using thin films of PS-PVP (poly-2-vinylpyridine) micelles with gold particles loaded

in the PVP domains 12.

The fabrication of nanoscale magnetic dot arrays has attracted considerable interest, both

for fundamental studies of micromagnetism and for possible applications in high-density

magnetic data storage. Single-domain magnetic particles are ideal for applications such as

patterned recording media, in which each particle stores one bit according to its

magnetization direction. In this chapter, we demonstrate a process to fabricate an array of

magnetic dots from a thin film through successive etching steps, using an organic-

organometallic block copolymer as a template. The fabrication process consists of an

oxygen plasma treatment to convert the copolymer into a topographical template, four

subsequent reactive-ion-etching (RIE) processes to transfer patterns from templates to hard

masks and an ion beam etch to pattern magnetic thin films into discrete dot arrays. Arrays

of Co, NiFe and a pseudo spin valve film were fabricated using this process. The magnetic

dots are small enough to be single-domain magnetic particles and have a density of

2.3x 1010 dots/cm 2. This method is versatile, and can be applied to patterning a wide variety

of thin film materials into dot arrays.
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3.1 Etching PS-PFS Thin Films in Oxygen Plasma

We used an organic-organometallic block copolymer, PS-PFS, as a lithographic mask and a

subtractive method to pattern magnetic thin films. Because of the presence of Fe and Si, the

organometallic PFS domains are considerably more resistant than the organic domains to an

02 plasma 14,15, thus, high etching selectivity is obtained. The advantage of using PS-PFS is

that the inorganic components, which enhance selectivity within the block copolymers, are

inherent in our system, which eliminates the extra steps required if organic-organic block

copolymers are used. In addition, applying a subtractive method for pattern transfer allows

the widest control of the properties of the magnetic materials through thin film deposition,

which is difficult to do using an additive method on the nanoscale. This section describes

the optimization of the conversion of PS-PFS thin film into topographical templates for

making magnetic particles.

A PS-PFS block copolymer with 21kg/mole PS and 91kg/mole PFS (SF 91/21) was used as

an example to demonstrate our method of patterning a magnetic thin film. The molar mass

of the block copolymer is chosen according to the phase diagram to give 16 volume percent

of PFS spheres embedded in a PS matrix 16. Spherical PS-PFS has a stable morphology and

is compatible with the substrate, which is essential for a robust process. When a 1% - 3%

toluene solution of SF 91/21 is spun onto a substrate and annealed at 180 'C, it forms a

monolayer of close-packed PFS spheres in a PS matrix. The spheres appear to be about

35nm in diameter and have a spacing of 56 nm. These dimensions allow us to fabricate a

high-density array of magnetic dots, which are expected to be single magnetic domains.

The lithographic template is formed by reactive ion etching (RIE) of the block copolymer

film in an 02 plasma. This oxidizes the exposed PS matrix and removes it completely,

leaving the PFS spherical domains behind as illustrated in figure 3.1.

PS PFS
X I i1'F

eji
Oxidized FS

PS

Substrate 56 nm Substrate

Figure 3.1 Structure of PS-PFS thin film before / after 0 2-RIE. Unprotected PS forms

volatile species and is removed by oxygen plasma. PFS reacts with oxygen plasma and then

forms a protective layer which limits further etching.
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The effects of the 02 plasma on the PFS have been studied 14. The 0 2-RIE process consists

of both ion-assisted chemical reactions and physical sputtering. The ion-assisted chemical

reactions lead to partial oxidation of the PFS domains, in which the silicon and iron in the

PFS form a silicon-iron oxide. The thickness of the polymer layer that reacts with the

plasma is around 10 nm estimated by the depth-profiling auger electron spectroscopy.

To quantify the reaction of the oxygen plasma with PFS, we used x-ray photoelectron

spectroscopy (XPS) to determine and quantify the surface composition and chemical states

of a PFS homopolymer etched in an 02 plasma. The characterization was done with a

Kratos Axis Ultra X-ray Photoelectron Spectrometer using an aluminum source with input

power of 225W (15KV and 15mA). An oxygen Is peak appears in the oxidized PFS, and

the binding energy of the silicon 2p and iron 2p peaks increases shown in figure 3.2,
indicating that the PFS homopolymer is partially converted to an iron-silicon oxide. The

surface atomic concentration can be estimated from the XPS peak area and relative

sensitivity factor for each element. The data shows that the concentrations of oxygen,
silicon and iron increase while the carbon concentration decreases after 0 2-RIE treatment.

The surface atomic concentrations of the elements in PFS homopolymers are listed in table

3.1.

OlS Si 2P i Fe 2P

-- Before 0 .RIE - - - Before 0 2 RIE
Before-RI 0 III

2 - Afte r RIE - AfterORIE
- After O -RIEB 2 j 

J

542 540 538 566 534 532 530 528 526106 104 102 100 98 96 94 92 740 735 730 725 720 715 710 705

Binding Energy (ev) Binding energy (ev) Binding Energy (ev)

Figure 3.2 XPS spectrum of PFS homopolymer thin film before and after 0 2-RIE process.

In the PS-PFS thin film, this iron-silicon oxide is believed to form a protective layer around

the PFS domains, reducing their etch rate during the 0 2-RIE process, and leading to good

topographic contrast in the oxidized PS-PFS block copolymer. The key to utilizing such a

film as a lithographic mask is to completely remove the PS matrix to leave PFS features

with a large aspect ratio (height/width) and straight sidewalls. This can be optimized by

choice of etching time and bias voltage.

The endpoint of the block copolymer 0 2-etching process was determined from ellipsometry
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and SEM measurements. Ellipsometry provides information of the refractive index of the

polymer thin film along the 0 2-RIE process. Figure 3.3 shows that there is little change in

the refraction index of PFS homopolymers during the etching time. Compared to the

homopolymer, the refraction index of PS-PFS decreased linearly with etching time which

mainly results from removal of PS. At the point where PS had been etched down to the

substrate, the refractive index stopped changing and this is the end point of the etching.

1.7.

1.5 PFS Homopolymer

W1.4-

10 End point
of removing PS

01.2 PS-PFS 0

E Block Copolymer _ 0
0 20 40 60 80 100 120

0 2 RIE Time (sec)
Figure 3.3 Index of refraction of PFS homopolymer and PS-PFS block copolymer vs.

02 -RIE etching time, from ellipsometry.

Figure 3.4a shows a cross-sectional SEM micrograph of the partially etched PS-PFS block

copolymer film. It appears that about half the thickness of the PS has been removed, and

oxidized PFS posts can be seen emerging from the remaining PS matrix. The original size

and spacing of the close-packed spherical nanostructure is preserved through the etching

process. Figure 3.4b-d shows the end-point SEM micrographs for different etching

conditions. In these cases, there are good correlations between the endpoint detected from

SEM and from ellipsometry. Therefore, ellipsometry and SEM provide endpoint detection

methods for removing the exposed PS, which allows the etching of the PFS domains to be

minimized, thus maximizing the aspect ratio of the posts.

In addition to controlling the etching time, the shape and uniformity of the remaining PFS

features were optimized by adjusting the DC bias used during RIE. In the 0 2-RIE process,

there is a competition between oxide formation by the ion-assisted chemical reaction and

removal of material through physical sputtering, which leads to a change both in the

morphology of the remaining PFS features, and in the relative etch rates of the PS and PFS,
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as a function of DC bias. At higher bias there was a decrease in the etching selectivity

between PS and PFS. 60V DC bias gave the greatest difference in etch rates (PS:PFS = 8:1),

IOOV DC bias gives less selectivity (5:1) and 200V DC bias gives the least selectivity (2:1).

This result can be explained by comparing the effects of bias on both etching and oxidation

of the PFS. From XPS measurements on the PFS homopolymer (table 3.1), it appears that

under higher bias, ion-assisted oxidation is faster and more of the PFS is converted into the

nonvolatile iron-silicon oxide. This would by itself reduce the removal rate of the PFS.

However, under higher bias, physical sputtering becomes the dominant mechanism for

material removal, leading to higher etch rates and a decrease in the selectivity between PS

and PFS.

Elements Unetched PFS 60V 0 2-RIE 200V 0 2-RIE 60V 0 2-RIE then 150V

CHF3-RIE

C 85.7 29.3 18.9 48

0 0.6 46.8 53.0 6

Si 6.0 8.5 10.9 3

Fe 7.7 15.4 17.2 4

F - - - 39

Table 3.1 Atomic concentration of the PFS homopolymer after various RIE treatments,

from XPS data. Higher etching bias results in better conversion from PFS polymer to

oxidized PFS, however, a higher bias also enhances physical sputtering that removes both

PS and PFS without selectivity.

The SEM micrographs of Figure 3.4b-d show the nanostructures formed under different

bias conditions. Feature diameters were measured at mid-height from the SEM images. At

200V DC bias, tapered features with an average base diameter of 22 nm are formed (Figure

3.4b). At 100V bias, cylindrical features with straight sidewalls were formed, with an

average diameter of 27 nm (Figure 3.4c). At 60V, the features have straight sidewalls and

improved uniformity, and an average diameter of 35 nm. Therefore, relatively low bias

-conditions must be used in order to obtain anisotropic etching to preserve the straight

sidewalls of the features, while maintaining a high selectivity between the PS and PFS

domains. Similar trends have been observed in surface image resist systems, where the

silylation layer was destroyed by a high power flux 17. This optimization of the 0 2-RIE

process enables us to make lithographic masks with arrays of posts of 30 nm - 40 nm in

height and 20 nm - 35 nm in diameter from a single spin-coated block copolymer film. In

addition to changing the etching conditions, the feature size can be adjusted by changing
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the molar mass of the block copolymer.

Figure 3.4. Tilted SEM micrographs of 0 2-RIE etched PS-PFS copolymer. (a) PS-PFS

etched partway through the PS. A layer of PS is still left on the substrate, with PFS domains

protruding. (b) PS- PFS etched completely through the PS matrix, using 200V DC bias. (c)

PS-PFS etched completely, using 100V DC bias. (d) PS-PFS etched completely, using 60V

DC bias.
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3.2 Pattern Transfer from Block Copolymer Masks to Tungsten Hard

Masks

The next step is to transfer the template pattern into a magnetic film using intermediate

masking layers. Magnetic materials such as iron, nickel, and cobalt cannot be etched using

an RIE process because they do not form volatile products 18. Hence, to transfer the pattern

from the template into the magnetic layer, we developed a multilayer scheme which uses a

combination of reactive ion etching and ion beam etching (ion milling). Figure 3.5

summarizes the materials, procedures and intermediate nanostructures for this process. The

multilayer consists of chromium (Cr), cobalt (Co), tungsten (W), then silica, with each

layer 5 ~ 50 nm thick. (The Cr serves as an adhesion layer for the Co.) They were

electron-beam evaporated onto unheated substrates using an Airco Temescal BJD 1800

E-Beam Evaporator. The pattern in the block copolymer template is transferred sequentially

through the silica, then the W, then the Co. W was chosen to provide a hard-mask for

ion-beam etching of the Co. The silica layer was introduced to improve the pattern transfer

from the block copolymer template into the W. The patterned silica layer forms a robust

template, which can be used to pattern a variety of materials including W, other metals, or

other polymeric layers.

Figure 3.6a is an SEM micrograph of the lithographic mask (etched polymer film) on top of

the multilayer stack, which corresponds to the schematic structure in figure 3.5b. A

CHF3-RIE was used to transfer the pattern from the lithographic mask to the silica. We saw

earlier from XPS that after etching a PFS homopolymer with 02 then CHF 3, the surface

becomes richer in fluorine (table 3.1). This indicates that the CHF3 forms a passivation

layer on the oxidized PFS. Due to the protection of the passivation layer, there is good RIE
19selectivity between the oxidized PFS lithographic mask and the silica using CHF 3 gas

The selectivity is silica: oxidized PFS = 10:1, which ensures the preservation of the PFS

pattern during pattern transfer into the silica. The result of etching a 50 nm thick silica layer

with CHF 3 RIE is shown in figure 3.6b. Tall pillars of silicon oxide capped with oxidized

PFS are seen, with average height of 80 nm, corresponding to the schematic structure in

figure 3.5c. The high aspect ratio of these features should be noted.

A CF4 and 02 gas mixture (CF 4: 02= 85: 15) was subsequently used to etch through the W

layer using the silica as a mask. For this gas mixture, the selectivity is W: silica = 3:1. The

50 nm thick silica mask was used successfully to pattern a 20 nm thick W film, preserving

the lateral dimensions of the features. Figure 3.6c shows the structures after CF 4+0 2-RIE.

After patterning the W, the silica and any residual oxidized PFS were removed by an ashing
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process with a high pressure CHF3 plasma (figure 3.5e). Figure 3.6d shows a 20 nm thick

patterned W film on top of a Co layer after removal of the silica and oxidized PFS caps.

The pattern of PS-PFS has been successfully transferred to the W through four

high-selectivity RIE etching processes. Detail RIE conditions are listed in section 2.2.2.

(a) PFS PS

\ k

Si

(b) O2RIE

Si

(c) CHF 3RIE

CF4+O2RIE

Si

Ashing

(e)

Si

Ion Beam
Etching

(f)"

Si

Figure 3.5 Fabrication process of the Co dot array using block copolymer lithography. (a)

A block copolymer thin film on a multilayer of silica, W and Co. (b) The block copolymer

lithographic mask is formed through 0 2-RIE process. The PFS domains are partly oxidized.

(c) The silica film is patterned using CHF 3-RIE. (d) The W hard mask is patterned using

CF4+0 2-RIE. (e) Removal of silica and residual polymer by high pressure CHF3-RIE. (f)

The Co dot array is formed using ion beam etching.
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(a)

Si

Silica layer -

W/Co layer-

(b)

Si

Silica Pillars -

W/Co layer-

Figure 3.6 Tilted SEM micrographs of the intermediate stages of lithographic processing.

(a) An 0 2-RIE treated block copolymer thin film on a multilayer of silica, the metallic films

and the silicon substrate. (b) Pillars of silicon oxide capped with oxidized PFS after

CHF3-RIE. Straight, vertical sidewalls of polymer pillars and silica pillars are the evidence

for high etching selectivity and good control of the RIE processes.
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(c)

W hard mask
w/ silica cap -

Co layer -

(d)

7 Si

W hard mask-

Co layer -

Figure 3.6 Tilted SEM micrographs of the intermediate stages of lithographic processing.

(c) Dots of W capped with silica and residual polymer after CF4+0 2 -RIE. (d) W hard

mask on top of a Co layer after ashing away the cap with high pressure CHF3 plasma. The

dimensions of the W hard mask dots are close to those of the polymer dots in figure 3.6a,

which indicates that the transfer of the nanostructure from PS-PFS thin film to the metal

hard mask was successful.
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3.3 Ion-Beam Etching Process for Patterning Magnetic Thin Films

Finally, ion beam etching, a purely physical sputtering process, was used to pattern the

various magnetic thin films with thickness from 5 nm to 20 nm, with the 12 nm - 20

nm-thick W dots serving as a hard mask. The sputtering rate is related to energy transfer

from the bombarding gas ions to the substrate material: if there is a large difference in

atomic mass, energy transfer will be minimized and the film will be etched slowly 20

Because of its high atomic mass and process compatibility with silica, W (184 amu) is a

good choice as a hard mask for patterning magnetic materials such as Fe (56 amu), Co (59

amu) and Ni (59 amu) using ion beam etching. The ion beam etching conditions are

described in section 2.2.3.

Good selectivity between W and magnetic material in the ion-beam etching is essential for

patterning nanoscale magnetic dots. Both Ar and Ne ion beam etching have been used to

transfer structure from W hard masks to magnetic thin films. The selectivity between W

and Co can be estimated from the atomic mass of materials and plasma gas 20. The larger

the mass difference between high-energy ions and target materials, the smaller the etching
18rate. The selectivity between W and Co is 1.4:1 in Ar and 2.2:1 in Ne . Figure 3.7 is an

example of results from pattering 10 nm thick Co film covered by 20 nm thick, 35 nm

diameter W hard mask dots in two different plasmas. The saturation magnetization (Ms) of

the Co thin film changes with ion-beam etching time under Ar ion beam etching and Ne

ion-beam etching. In both cases, the Ms, which is proportional to the volume of Co,

decreases linearly with time during the first part of ion-beam etching as the Co directly

exposed to the ion beam is removed. The Ar ion beam etches Co faster than the Ne ion

beam and the end-point of the etching is approximately 60 sec for Ar ion-beam etching and

100 sec for Ne ion-beam etching, at which a discrete Co dot arrays are formed. Such

discrete dots correspond to a constant value of Ms because no more Co can be removed

under the W hard mask. Further etching results in a second slower decrease in

magnetization with time as the diameter of the W-capped Co features is decreased. It is

noted that the Ms value stays constant for a longer time in Ne compared to Ar. The Ar

plasma induces more faceting in the etching process and leads to faster diameter decrease in

the W hard mask. Therefore, the higher selectivity between Co and W obtained by using Ne

leads to wider process window and better control of the etching process. Figure 3.8 shows

SEM micrographs of the Co dot arrays from Ar and Ne ion-beam etching. If ion-beam

etching is performed using Ar, the W mask erodes leading to small, faceted Co dots as

shown in figure 3.8a. Using Ne is preferable to using Ar, leading to more uniform,

flatter-topped features as shown in figure 3.8b.
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Figure 3.7 The saturation magnetization (Ms) as a function of Ar and Ne ion-beam

etching time. Ms decreases due to the removal of cobalt.

Figure 3.8 Tilted SEM micrographs of the W-capped Co dot array produced by (a) Ar, and

(b) Ne ion-beam etching. Co dot arrays are more uniform and less faceted using Ne ion

beam etching.
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It is difficult to determine the end point of ion-beam etching of the magnetic particle arrays

using structural characterization tools such as SEM and AFM because the structures are

small. Alternatively, since the magnetic properties of particles are size and shape dependent

and very sensitive to the patterning process, measurements of magnetic properties during

the etching process provide information about the structural evolution of the magnetic thin

film. Figure 3.9 shows how the in-plane coercivity (He) correlates to the reduced

magnetization as Ne ion-beam etching proceeds. Four Co thin films with different thickness

(5 nm, 10 nm, 15 nm, 20 nm) basically follow similar trend. The unpatterned cobalt films

had a coercivity of 8-18 Oe. The coercivity gradually increases in the initial stages of

etching, during which the unprotected Co is being removed to produce a corrugated surface

shown schematically in the figure. The increase in Hc is due to the increased roughness of

the still continuous cobalt film, which pins domain wall motion in plane. The peak in Hc

occurs when around 40% of M, remains, and discrete Co dots have been formed. Further

etching causes a decrease in Hc as the diameter of the dots slowly decreases. The peak

coercivity varies between 130 Oe for the 5 nm thick Co dots and 220 Oe for the 15 nm

250
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O 
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0.

%MO

CW

200-
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7-20 nm Co Film 0
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Figure 3.9 In-plane coercivity vs. remaining magnetization during the ion-beam etching

process of Co thin film of different thickness. The maximum coercivity refers to the

formation of discrete dot arrays.
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thick Co dots, but the position of the peak, at 40 % remaining Ms, is similar for the four

samples, and is consistent with the surface coverage of a close-packed array of 35 nm

diameter disks with 56 nm period.

Pseudo-spin-valve (PSV) dot arrays and 5 nm, 10 nm, 15m, and 20 nm thick NiFe dots

have been made using the same block copolymer lithography process. Figure 3.10

demonstrates the plan-view SEM micrographs of 15 nm NiFe dots and PSV (CoFe 3.3 nm /

Cu 6.0 nm / NiFe 4.5 nm) dots. Both micrographs show locally close-packed dot arrays

with 34 nm diameter and 56 nm center-to-center spacing. Similar to the Co dots, these NiFe

dots and PSV dots made from block copolymer lithography are thermally stable at room

temperature.

Figure 3.10 Plan-view SEM micrographs of (a) 15nm thick NiFe dots, and (b) dots of

CoFe 3.3 nm / Cu 6.0 nm / NiFe 4.5 rm PSV structures.

The Co and NiFe dots at the end point of etching have diameters of 25 nm to 35 nm, which

is equal to a few times the magnetic exchange length of 7 nrm in Co and 20 nm in NiFe. At

this size, micromagnetic modeling predicts that the dots should be single-domain particles,

because the particles are too small to support a domain wall. This means that the

magnetization is approximately uniform within these Co particles (with some deviations at

the edges or corners) 21 . Potentially, in a data storage application, each particle could store

one bit according to its magnetization direction.

In conclusion, a series of Co and NiFe dot array of different thickness and PSV dot arrays

have been fabricated using self-assembled block copolymer lithography. There are several

advantages to the fabrication process that we have developed. The process allows
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high-density arrays of dots to be fabricated: the magnetic particle density illustrated here is

2.3x10"/in 2. The process can pattern large areas, such as the 10 cm diameter wafers used in

this study. The process can be applied very generally to pattern a variety of thin-film

materials into dot arrays. In addition, particle sizes and spacings can be controlled through

the choice of the block copolymer template and etching conditions. Therefore, magnetic

properties such as coercivity, magnetostatic interactions, and thermal stability, which

determine the switching behavior of the magnetic elements, are adjustable in this

fabrication system through both the geometric parameters of the particle array and the

composition and growth of the magnetic thin film.
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Chapter 4

PROPERTIES OF MAGNETIC DOT ARRAYS

The magnetic properties of nanoscale magnetic particle arrays are a subject of current

interest, both from a fundamental point of view and for potential applications. Recent

advances in nanofabrication technology have opened up the possibility to study deep

submicron magnetic particle arrays and magnetism at a small scale 1,2. Self-organizing

materials form large-area periodic nanostructures and provide simple and low-cost

templates for nanofabrication. Various magnetic nanostructures such as nanoparticles,

nanorods, nanowires and anti-dots have been made using anodized alumina 3, colloidal

crystals 4 , and block copolymers 5,6,7 The dimensions of these templates are typically in the

deep submicron region, which naturally gives high-density and close packed magnetic

particle arrays. These arrays can be used for data storage applications or magnetotransport

devices. Studying the magnetic behavior such as magnetization reversal of the particle

arrays is important both for understanding the nanoscale magnetism and further optimizing

the array structures for device applications.

This chapter presents a study of magnetic behavior of patterned magnetic dot arrays from

block copolymer lithography. Single layer dots of Co, NiFe, and two layer dots of

CoFe/Cu/NiFe pseudo-spin-valve are made from polystyrene-polyferrocenyldimethylsilane

templates. The hysteresis loops and scan-rate dependent coercivities are measured and

compared to show the magnetic switching behavior of the arrays. The trend of coercivity,

switching field distribution and the switching volume of dot arrays with different thickness

and materials composition will be discussed. All samples show thermally activated reversal

and inter-particle magnetostatic interaction. The behavior of single layer dots is compared

with that of two-layer dots, in which magnetostatic interactions exist both within and

between the dots.

4.1 Magnetic Dot Arrays from Block Copolymer Lithography

Magnetic dots of Co, NiFe and CoFe/Cu/NiFe pseudo-spin-valves (PSV) are fabricated

through block copolymer lithography. Polystyrene-b-Polyferrocenyldimethylsilane block

copolymers were used as lithographic templates for patterning the magnetic thin films. Co
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and NiFe films with thicknesses of 5 - 20 nm were deposited onto oxidized silicon wafers

by electron-beam evaporation. A CoFe/Cu/NiFe PSV thin film was sputtered in a UHV

chamber. The magnetic films were then coated with an etch mask consisting of 20 nm W

followed by 50 nm silicon oxide, deposited using electron-beam evaporation. A solution of

PS-PFS 91/21 was spin-cast on to the SiO 2 / W/ magnetic material multilayer stack and

annealed to spontaneously form a close-packed monolayer of PFS spheres embedded in a

PS matrix. Four successive reactive ion etching (RIE) processes were used to remove the

PS matrix and then to transfer the PFS dot pattern into the oxide, then the W hard mask

layer 1. Finally, arrays of discrete magnetic dots were produced by ion-beam etching the

magnetic film in a neon plasma using the W hard mask. The Co, NiFe and PSV dot arrays

are formed using the same polymer templates and pattern transfer process, hence, have the

same size and geometry. This provides us a basis to compare the magnetic behavior of dot

arrays of different thickness and material composition.

Uniform Co dot arrays of different thickness are shown in figure 4.1. The average diameter

of dots in these arrays is 34 nm. The average center-to-center spacing is 56 nm and this

gives a density of 2.38x10 1 magnetic particles /in 2. The dots have uniform height

(thickness) and diameter. The heights of dots are uniform because the thickness of magnetic

thin film is well controlled by the evaporation process. The lateral dimensions of the dot

arrays defined by block copolymers are preserved since the W hard mask provides good

etch selectivity to the magnetic layer. Slightly tapered sidewalls are observed in the thicker

dots due to the faceting effect of longer ion-beam etching time.

Figure 4.1 SEM cross-section micrographs of (a) 15 nm thick Co dot arrays and, (b) 5 nm

thick Co dot arrays.
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4.2 Hysteresis Loops of Single-layer Dot Arrays

Co and NiFe dots were made with 34 nm diameter and different thickness (5 nm, 10 nm,
15nm and 20 nm). Before patterning, the Co thin film has a coercivity of 8 Oe to 18 Oe and

NiFe thin film has a coercivity of 5 Oe to 14 Oe. After patterning, the in-plane loops of

these disk-like magnetic elements have high remanence while the out-of-plane loops have

low remanence and saturate at high fields, indicating that the in-plane direction is the easy

axis.

Figure 4.2 shows the in-plane hysteresis loops of arrays of discrete Co and NiFe dots. The

in-plane coercivity Hc of Co and NiFe single-layer dot arrays varies from 30 Oe for 5 nm

thick NiFe dots to 228 Oe for 15nm thick Co dots. Typically, the coercivity of Co and NiFe

dot arrays increase as the dot thickness increases. Ideally, the in-plane coercivity of a

perfect circular dot of this size would be close to zero and the remanence would be high,
because the magnetization can rotate in plane. For larger circular dots, vortex

configurations are stable because demagnetization energy is larger than the exchange

energy. The vortex state gives a hysteresis loop with zero remanence and zero coercivity.

Single domain states are stable in the circular dots if the dots is very thin and has small

diameter compared to the exchange length. These single domain circular dots typically

switch at very low field (few Oe) 8. The dot arrays made from block copolymer lithography

show higher coercivities than that of circular dots.

(a) (b)
S1.0- = 5-20 nm e 5-20 nm

".s 35 nm 35 nm
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a 45

_tU 5- im Co Dots 5nm NIFe Dots
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S-1.0 ,A 15nmp Co Dots --- 15rn NiFe Dots
-o- 20n Co Dots -- 20rn NiFe Dots
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Figure 4.2 The in-plane hysteresis loops of single-layer (a) Co dot arrays and, (b) NiFe

dots arrays with dot thickness from 5 nm to 20 nm.
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Figure 4.3a shows plan-view SEM of arrays of 15 nm thick Co dots. The dots are locally

close-packed. The dot size and shape of were characterized by the aspect ratios (ellipticities)

and particle size distribution within the magnetic dot arrays. Statistical results found from

analyzing 400 magnetic particles are shown in figure 4.3b and 4.3c.

These single-layer dots are not perfectly circular. Most magnetic dots are elliptical. The

elliptical shapes mainly come from imperfections in the fabrication process. The

distribution of aspect ratios (the ratio of the major axis length to the minor axis length) of

the magnetic dots is shown in figure 4.3b. The average aspect ratio of the dot arrays is 1.06

and 80% of the dots have aspect ratios between 1 and 1.15. The effects of shape anisotropy

can be estimated by considering the shape anisotropy of a triaxial ellipsoid of Co (M, =

1420 emu/cm 3) and NiFe (Ms = 800 emu/cm 3) with two major in-plane axes and an

out-of-plane axis which equals 5, 10, 15 or 20 nm. For circular dots, the particle has zero

shape anisotropy in the in-plane direction. If the two in-plane axes are not equal, the

in-plane coercivities can be estimated from the difference in in-plane demagnetizing factors

multiplied by Ms. (Magnetocrystalline anisotropy is neglected.) Assuming a 6 % in-plane

shape anisotropy of the dots, an in-plane coercivity ranging between 145 Oe for 5 nm thick

Co dots and 345 Oe for 20 nm thick Co dots, and 80 Oe for 5 nm thick NiFe dots and 196

Oe for 20 nm thick NiFe dots would be expected. These values show that a few percent

ellipticity in the dot shapes can give rise to a significant in-plane coercivity. Although the

estimated values are somewhat higher than the measured in-plane coercivity, such shape

anisotropy explains the trend of increasing coercivity with dot thickness. The thicker the

sample, the larger the difference between the in-plane demagnetizing factors. Therefore,

higher in-plane coercivity is expected in the thicker dot arrays.

The area distribution of the dot arrays is shown in figure 4.3c. The mean area is 903 nm2

which corresponds to the area of a circle of 34 nm diameter. The standard deviation of the

dot diameter is 9 %. The variation of the particle size mainly comes from the block

copolymer templates where the size non-uniformity is a result of low diffusivity of polymer

molecules. A longer annealing time and higher annealing temperature can enhance the

diffusivity of the polymer molecules and improve the size distribution of the block

copolymer templates and thus give better size distribution of magnetic dot arrays. Both the

aspect ratio and size distribution of the magnetic dots contribute to the variation of the

coercivity of the dots.

The variability of switching field of the dot arrays can be quantified from the derivative of

the hysteresis loops. The derivatives of the hysteresis loops of Co and NiFe dot arrays are
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Figure 4.4 The in-plane switching field distribution of single-layer (a) Co dot arrays and,

(b) NiFe dot arrays with dot thickness from 5 nm to 20 nm.
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Figure 4.5 (a) Switching field distribution of Co dots and NiFe dots. (b) The coercivity

of the Co and NiFe dots (solid symbols) and the interaction field from one neighboring Co

and NiFe dot (open symbols).

shown in figure 4.4. The switching field distribution (SFD) is defined as the ratio between

full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the peak and the coercivity. Variability of

magnetic properties between dots, expressed by SFD, is relatively large as a result of the

variations in shape, size and the effects of magnetostatic interactions. Figure 4.5a plots the

SFD of Co and NiFe dots as a function of their thickness. The switching field distribution

decreases for thicker dots, indicating less variability between individual dots. In addition,

the switching field distribution in NiFe arrays is wider, relatively, than in Co arrays. The

distribution of dot shape and size are the same for various dot arrays and therefore cannot

account for these trends. These trends more likely to be a result of magnetostatic
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interactions between the dots. In figure 4.5b, the interaction field from one nearest neighbor

is compared with the average coercivity of the dots. The interaction field is a significant

fraction of the switching field. The dots in the arrays typically have six nearest neighbors

and therefore, the interaction field is even greater, so the array behavior is dominated by the

magnetostatic interactions.

The interactions between the magnetic particles can be characterized by comparing their

remanence curves: isothermal remanent magnetization (IRM) and dc demagnetization

(DCD) curves 9. IRM is obtained by magnetizing an initially AC demagnetized sample by
applying an increasing field, H, in small steps and measuring the remanence, Mr(H), after

removal of the field. The DCD curve is similarly measured by applying an increasing

negative field to an initially saturated sample. The remanence, MA(H), is obtained after

removal of the field. A AM plot is used to show the deviation from a non-interacting system

and is defined as
AM = 2Mr(H)-1 -Md(H)

Positive values of AM are due to interactions promoting the magnetized state (exchange

coupling) while negative values of AM are caused by interactions tending to assist

magnetization reversal (magnetostatic coupling).

Figure 4.6 shows the AM plot of 5 nm thick Co arrays and 15 nm thick Co arrays. Negative

AM indicates these dots are demagnetized by their neighboring particles. The value of AM

can be used to quantify the interaction in the dot arrays. The interactions of the magnetic

0.0-

-0.1

-0.4- 15 nm Co Dots
--- ------5nm Co Dots

-0.5 -

0 1 2 3 4
Normalized Field (Hc)

Figure 4.6 AM plots of 5 nm thick Co arrays and 15 nm thick Co arrays. The field is

normalized to the coercivity of the dot arrays.
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dots are stronger in the 5 nm dot array than in 15 nm dot array. Also, the field range for

interparticle interaction is wider for the 5 nm dot array. Thinner dots have lower coercivity,
therefore, are more affected by the interaction field form the neighbor dots. Accordingly, a

wider switching field distribution is found for the thinner dot arrays. For the same reason,

the interaction fields in the NiFe arrays are relatively closer to the coercivity than in the Co

arrays, consequently, the NiFe has a wider switching field distribution.

In this section, we have shown the hysteresis loops of the Co and NiFe dot arrays. Most of

the dots have an in-plane easy axis due to their flat ellipsoid shape. In-plane coercivity

increases with thickness. It is caused by shape anisotropy of the dots. The switching field

distribution shows that the variability between dots is relatively large. This is a result of the

variations in dot shape, dot size and the effects of magnetostatic interactions in the dot

arrays.

4.3 Scan-rate dependent Hysteresis of Single-layer Dot Arrays

Switching volume (or activation volume), Vs, represents the volume of magnetic material

that must reverse in order for the entire magnetic particle to reverse its magnetization. On

the other hand, physical volume, Vp, is the actual size of magnetic particle. The value of the

switching volume can be used to characterize the switching behavior and the energy barrier

of the magnetic dot arrays. The switching volume and the relation between switching

volume and physical volume gives us an insight into how magnetic reversal proceeds in

these dot arrays. Vs ~ Vp means the magnetic particle switches coherently and

independently from the other particles in the arrays. Vs > Vp suggests that several particles

switch together. Vs < Vp indicates incoherent rotation inside a single magnetic particle.

The switching volumes of Co and NiFe dot arrays have been determined by measuring the

scan-rate dependence of coercivity, Hc (R). The basic principle and measurement are

described by Sharrock 1. The measured coercivity Hc (R) can be related to the field scan

rate R as follows II:

Hc(R) = C + (kBT/MsVs) ln(R)

where R (Oe/sec) is the field scan rate during the hysteresis loop measurement, kB is

Boltzmann's constant, T is the temperature and C is a constant.
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Figure 4.7 plots rate-dependent coercivity vs. the logarithm of the field scan rate, and

shows linear fits to the data. The coercivity changes more quickly with scan rate for thinner

Co and NiFe dot arrays, reflecting a smaller switching volume for thermally-assisted

magnetization reversal. The switching volume Vs for the in-plane magnetization reversal

process can be derived from the slope of the fit to the scan-rate coercivity. Figure 4.8 shows

the physical volume and switching volume for the Co and NiFe arrays. The physical

volume Vp is calculated from the thickness and diameter of the dots, and is linear in film

thickness. The switching volumes of both arrays are found to increase with the film

thickness. The ratio of Vs/Vp is 2 - 6 for NiFe dots and 1.5 for Co dots. The switching

volume exceeds the physical volume, which suggests that these magnetic dots reverse in a

cooperative manner, due to magnetostatic interactions. The magnetostatic interaction is

stronger in NiFe arrays than in Co arrays leading to more dots involved in a single

switching event. One extreme example is the 5 nm NiFe dot arrays. This array, with the

lowest coercivity and strong magnetostatic interactions, gives the largest switching field

distribution and the highest Vs/N ratio (Vs/Vp = 6 in this case) out of all the samples.

240- (a) Co 16nm Dot 16 (b) NiFe 20nm Dots

220- 10nm Dots 140

200 _120- 15nm Dots

180 100-~ V21nm Dots W0nm Dots
160 - 80

140- 60m
5nm Dots 5nm Dots

120- 40 -

-1 0 1 2 4 6 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5
In (R) In (R)

Figure 4.7 Scan-rate dependent coercivity with linear fits for (a) Co, and (b) NiFe arrays.

The energy barrier of magnetization reversal of the dots can be estimated from KeffVs,

where Keff is the net magnetic anisotropy. The value of Keff can be estimated as MsH0 ,

where Ho is the coercivity measured at very high field scan rates. This gives a value for K

of 3x10 5 - 4x10 5 erg/cm 3 for Co dots and 7x10 3 - 1.5x10 4 erg/cm 3 for NiFe dots. For both

Co and NiFe, Keff is much smaller than the magnetocrystalline anisotropy. Kff has

contributions from the shape anisotropy and averaged magnetocrystalline anisotropy over

the polycrystalline dots. The energy barrier of Co and NiFe dot arrays is presented in figure

4.9 in units of kBT (at T = 300 K). All the dots have their energy barrier larger than 25 kBT

and are thermally stable at room temperature. The energy barrier of the dot arrays increases

almost linearly with the
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Figure 4.9 The energy barrier, of Co and NiFe dot arrays,

expressed in units of kT at T = 300 K.

thickness. Dots of below

room temperature.

- 2 - 3 nm thickness are predicted to be superparamagnetic at

In this section, we have described scan-rate dependent coercivities of single-layer Co and

NiFe dots and compared the switching volume Vs and physical Vp volume of the dots. The

switching volume is larger than the physical volume in all arrays. This indicates the dots in

the arrays are switching cooperatively due to magnetostatic interaction. For data storage

application, the interactions of the magnetic dots need to be reduced so that each dot can be

addressed independently.
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4.4 Magnetic Behavior of Two-layer Dot Arrays

A pseudo-spin-valve (PSV) consists of a non-magnetic layer (typically Cu) between a soft
magnetic layer and a hard magnetic layer. The resistance of a PSV depends on the relative
orientation of the magnetization in the soft layer and hard layer. The low resistance state
corresponds to the parallel orientation of the magnetization in the two layers and the high
resistance state corresponds to antiparallel orientation. This giant magnetoresistance (GMR)
change can be used in magnetic random access memory (MRAM) applications 12. Future
high density MRAM would rely on deep-submicron patterned layered elements, therefore,
the properties of small PSV element are of great interest.

Two-layer pseudo-spin-valve dots are made from the same block copolymer lithography to
compare with the magnetic behavior of single layer dots. The unpatterned thin film consists
of CoFe 3.3 nm / Cu 6.0 nm / NiFe 4.5 nm. The two-layer dot array has a center-to-center
spacing of 56 nm and dot diameter of 34 nm, which is the same as the single layer dots.
Figure 4.10 demonstrates the dot structure after patterning and the plan-view SEM
micrographs of the patterned two-layer dot arrays.

(a) 34 nm

CoFe CoFe
Cu Cu

NiFe NiFe
56 nm

Figure 4.10 (a) Schematic of two-layer (CoFe 3.3 nm / Cu 6.0 nm / NiFe 4.5 nm) dots.
(b) & (c) plan-view SEM micrographs of two-layer dots.
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The hysteresis loop of the unpatterned CoFe/Cu/NiFe PSV film is shown in figure 4.11 a.

There are two distinct steps in the hysteresis loop. The NiFe layer (soft layer) and the CoFe

layer (hard layer) switch at fields of approximately 5 Oe and 21 Oe respectively. This

indicates the interlayer coupling favors parallel magnetization alignment. Figure 4.11 b

shows the hysteresis loop of arrays of 34 nm-diameter PSV dot arrays. The loop shows

distinct switches for two magnetic layers. The hard layer switches at 85 Oe and the soft

layer switches at -65 Oe. The NiFe layer switches prior to field reversal leading to

antiparallel coupling at remanence, unlike the unpatterned film. This is attributed to the

strong magnetostatic interaction between two magnetic layers within the dots. Also,
comparing with single layer dots, the switching distribution in PSV dots is narrower than

the distribution in the single layer dots. Inter-particle coupling is also strong: interaction

from one nearest neighbor dot is about half of the coercivity of the hard layer.

1.0 (a)
0.

C -

.0 5

-100 -t) o b160 -:2 -00 -100 '-1100 ' 160 ' 2bO ' 3bO
Field (Oe) Field (Oe)

Figure 4.11 Hysteresis loop of (a) unpatterned CoFe/Cu /NiFe PSV film, and (b) patterned

PSV dots.

The scan-rate dependent coercivities are plotted in figure 4.12. Linear fitting of the

coercivities gives switching volumes of CoFe layer and NiFe layer. The switching volumes

for CoFe layer and NiFe layer are 2x10 4 nm 3 and 8x10 4 nm 3 respectively. On the other

hand, the physical volumes of CoFe layer and NiFe layer are 2.5x10 3 nm3 and 4.5x10 3 nm 3

respectively. The switching volume is much larger than the physical volume and the ratio

of Vs/Vp is 10 to 20 which is much higher than that of single layer dots. Such high

switching volume of two-layer dots is attributed to strong coupling within the dots and

between the dots.
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Figure 4.12 Scan-rate dependent coercivity with linear fits for CoFe/Cu/NiFe PSV dot
arrays.

A sample of the PSV dot arrays was covered with 5 nm evaporated Au film as illustrated in
figure 4.13a for GMR measurement. The GMR ratio, defined as { [p(H)-p(Hmax)]/p
(Hma)}x100%, is measured by a conventional four-point probe. The GMR of the
unpatterned PSV film is 0.7%. The GMR of dots coated with Au is 0.16% as shown in
figure 4.13b. The strong magnetostatic interaction between two layers results in the
antiparallel coupling states at remanence and high resistance state at zero field. Although
the GMR ratio of PSV dot arrays is small, it is clear that the block copolymer lithography
can be used to pattern PSV film without extensive damage to the interface between the
layers in the PSV structures. The decrease of GMR is mainly due to the shunting effect of
the Au and residual W, plus the effects of patterning on the edges of the multilayer 1.

Assuming the shunting effect is eliminated, the GMR change of patterned PSV elements is
estimated around 1%. The patterning process seems to maintain the GMR effect from the
bulk film 14

In conclusion, single layer dots of Co, NiFe, and two layer dots of CoFe/Cu/NiFe
pseudo-spin-valve are successfully made from polystyrene-polyferrocenyldimethylsilane
templates. The hysteresis loops and time dependent coercivities are measured and
compared to show the magnetic switching behavior of these arrays. The coercivity
increases as the thickness of the dots increases. This trend can be interpreted as a result of
in-plane shape anisotropy. In addition, thermally activated reversal and large switching
field distribution are observed in all samples. The switching volumes extracted
fromscan-rate hysteresis loop measurements are larger than the physical volumes of the
dots. These indicate strong magnetostatic interaction between the dots. The patterned PSV
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Figure 4.13 (a) The schematic of CoFe/Cu/NiFe PSV dot arrays for magnetoresistance

measurement. (b) The GMR curve of CoFe/Cu/NiFe PSV dot arrays. The hysteresis loop is

superimposed onto GMR curve to show the magnetic states of soft layer and hard layer.

dots show magnetostatic interaction between two layers within a dot. Such strong inter-dot

and intra-dot magnetostatic interaction leads to very large switching volume.

Data storage applications require the dots to switch independently. Therefore, it is

important to reduce the inter-dot and intra-dot magnetostatic interaction. The present work

suggests that using material with higher Ms or high magnetic anisotropy will lead less

inter-dot magnetostatic interaction and smaller switching field distribution. For the

two-layer dots, structure such as a synthetic antiferromagnet multilayer could be used to

reduce the intra-particle magnetostatic interactions. Ordered magnetic dot arrays made from

magnetic thin films with high perpendicular crystalline anisotropy are ideal for patterned

media. There are two main advantages. First, the anisotropy of the media in such system is

dominated by crystalline anisotropy rather than shape anisotropy, which is sensitive to the
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patterning process. Second, ordered dot arrays are necessary for the head to address each

single bit. These two criteria can be achieved by well-controlled thin film growth technique

and templated self-assembly of block copolymers 15
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Chapter 5

TEMPLATED SELF-ASSEMBLY OF BLOCK

COPOLYMERS ... USING TOPOGRAPHICAL TEMPLATES

In self-assembled materials, the interaction among the structural units is relatively weak

and, therefore, the self-assembled structures only have short-range ordering rather than

long-range ordering as is found in atomic crystals. Block copolymers are known for good

ordering in annealed bulk samples, while short-range ordering is typically observed for thin

film samples as shown in the previous chapters. Some potential applications of block

copolymer lithography require ordered arrays and some require the ability to tailor the

periodicity. Therefore, there is an interest in developing methods to guide the self-assembly

process.In living systems, self-assembly processes are controlled by the use of templates,

for instance DNA is the template from which proteins are synthesized. The concept of

using a template to control self-assembly can be extended to a range of non-biological

self-organized systems, in which a template serves to impose long-range order and

minimize defect levels in the resulting structure, creating assemblies that otherwise would

not spontaneously form-". We call this process templated self-assembly. In this chapter,

we will show how templated self-assembly can be achieved in a model system consisting of

a block copolymer whose microphase-separation is templated by a

lithographically-patterned substrate.

Background information, experiments and structural characterization of templated PS-PFS

block copolymers in various topographical substrates are presented in this chapter. The first

section covers a brief review of templated self-assembly of block copolymer thin films. It is

followed by a section on the analysis of PS-PFS on a smooth substrate to quantify the basic

structure parameters of these particular polymers. After that, the structures of polymers in

topographical confinements are demonstrated and discussed in the third section.

Well-ordered structures of SF 32/10 are found in grooves with proper confinement. The

final section analyzes the structure of well-ordered SF 32/10 block copolymers, and shows

that quantized rows of domains are found within the grooves. Dislocations and missing

polymer domains can be purposefully introduced by the features on the templates. Combing

with block copolymer lithography, these ordered structures may be useful as lithographic

masks for fabricating electronic or magnetic devices.
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5.1 Templated Self-assembly of Block Copolymers

An artificial surface topographic pattern on the substrate can be used to orient the growth of

a thin film in a process known as graphoepitaxy ". This has been used to orient crystals

grown from solution or vapor or to induce alignment in liquid crystals 6. Similarly, to

direct the self-assembly process, substrates with topographical features or chemical

heterogeneities have been used to influence the position and/or orientation of the block

copolymer domains which form when the block copolymer phase-separates. The substrate

features can cover a range of length-scales relative to the dimensions of the block

copolymer domains. Substrates with shallow steps separated by distances of several

microns have been shown to lead to long-range ordering of a spherical-morphology

polystyrene-polyvinylpyridine (PS-PVP) block copolymer, in which perfect ordering of

fifty to two hundred domains was created perpendicular to the steps '. In this system, since

the length-scale of the template is very large compared to the domain size, the effects of

incommensurability are negligible, and defects result primarily from entropic effects. In

comparison, at the opposite extreme of template length-scale, lamellar domains in

polystyrene-polymethylmethacrylate (PS-PMMA) have been oriented along chemically

heterogeneous stripes formed lithographically on a substrate, provided that the stripe width
8,9is very close to the width of the lamellar domains ' . Defects are observed when there is

large mismatch between the period of the substrate pattern and that of the block copolymer.

There has also been some exploration, for lamellar-morphology block copolymers, of the

effect of rigid confinement in the thickness direction, perpendicular to the substrate. In both

symmetric and asymmetric wetting conditions, if the thickness is commensurate with the

domain period, an integer number of parallel lamellae form. If the thickness is

incommensurate, an integer number of lamellae also form but the period deviates from the

equilibrium value 10,11. The layer thickness inside the slit can be derived from fitting

neutron reflectivity data. However, the information of local defects and the correlations

between layers and guiding geometry, which is important for understanding templated

self-assembly, cannot be derived from the reflectivity or scattering data.

Studying the in-plane nanostructures of block copolymer domains in the confinements

therefore appears to offer rich opportunities of direct observation of the ordering behavior

of block copolymers. In this chapter, we have investigated the behavior of a

spherical-morphology PS-PFS in various one-dimensional topographical confinements. We

show how the spatial arrangement of the block copolymer domains can be influenced by

topographical confinement on a length-scale of a few domain periods, where the effects of

incommensurability and surface-induced ordering are expected to be significant.
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5.2 Block Copolymers on a Flat Surface

Block copolymer thin films have short-range ordering are nonuniform. This section is to
quantify the ordering and size distribution of PS-PFS block copolymers and explain their
molecular weight dependence.

Two PS-PFS samples, SF 91/21 and SF 32/10, employed in the experiments are
sphere-morphology block copolymers. When toluene solution of PS-PFS is spun onto a flat
substrate and annealed (at 180'C for PS/PFS 91/21 and 140'C for PS/PFS 32/10) for two
days, it forms a single layer of PFS spheres in a PS matrix, with PS present at the film-air
interfaces and a thin brush layer with PFS at the film-substrate interfaces. The structure of
the annealed polymer thin film is illustrated in figure 5.1.

..................................... ~.............................................

PS :C

................ ... ~~~........ ........... S............

Figure 5.1 Schematic of the arrangement of the polymer chains
in the domains and at the polymer film-substrate surface.

Because of the presence of iron and silicon in the PFS block, this organometallic block is
more resistant to an oxygen plasma than the organic PS block. Under an oxygen plasma
treatment, the PS matrix is removed and oxidized PFS features are well preserved and left
on the substrate 12,13 The microdomains of PFS are clearly resolved by SEM after oxygen
plasma treatment just as they were in the film. Therefore, combining with the etching
method, the PS-PFS system provides high quality data for analysis and quantification of the
nanostructures of a block copolymer thin film on flat and patterned substrates.

Plan-view micrographs of annealed SF 91/21 and SF 32/10 thin films on a silica surface are
demonstrated in figure 5.2. The average diameters of the dots are 34 nm and 18 nm for SF
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91/21 and SF 32/10. The size variation is larger in SF 91/21 sample for which the standard

deviation in diameter is 14%, compared to 7% deviation in SF 32/10.

Figure 5.2 Plan-view SEM micrographs for (a) SF91/21 and (b) SF33/10.

To quantitatively describe the short-range-ordering structures of SF block copolymer thin

film, a dimensionless pair distribution function (PDF) g(r) is used. The pair distribution

function is defined as:

g(r) = 1 dn(r,r+dr)

p dA(r,r+dr)

dn is the number of pairs of particles with an inter-particle distance within r and r + dr and

dA is the area within r and r + dr. p is the areal density of the particles. Figure 5.3 shows

the PDF for SF 91/21 and 33/10.
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The arrangement of PFS spheres in the block copolymer thin film is similar to the hard

sphere model. There is an inter-PFS-sphere potential so that the pair distribution function

(PDF) is zero within the excluded diameter, which is 35 nm for SF 91/21 and 20nm for SF

32/10. The PDF is large when the distance happens to equal a particular preferred

inter-particle spacing. The first peak indicates the center-to-center spacing between the

nearest neighbors, which is a, = 56 nm for SF 91/21 and a, = 28.6 nm for SF 32/10. The

number of nearest neighbors estimated by the area under this first peak in PDF is around 6

for both polymers. The spacing for the second and third nearest neighbors correspond to

l3a, and 2a,, indicating a local hexagonal symmetry. The correlation distance characterizes

the spatial extent of short-range order. Correlation length, defined as the distance where the

PDF reaches its asymptotic constant, is 320 nm and 280 nm for SF 91/21 and SF 32/10

respectively, corresponding to ~6 and 10 sphere spacings. In general, SF 32/10 has better

ordering and narrower size distribution.

Polymer Sphere STD in Excluded Sphere Correlation

Diameter Diameter Diameter Spacing Length

SF 91/21 34 nm 13 % 35 nm 56 nm 320 nm

SF 32/10 18 nm 7% 20 nm 28.6 nm 280 nm

Table 5.1 Basic data for SF 91/21 and SF 32/10 thin film on the flat surface.

The uniformity and ordering of the nanostructures in block copolymer thin films are

determined by their diffusivity. The spherical domains are created / annihilated through the

association / dissociation of the block copolymer molecules to reach minimum system free

energy. The energy barrier (or activation energy) for moving minority blocks from one

spherical domain to another governs the diffusion process of sphere block copolymers I.

The diffusion coefficient D is given by
D = Do * exp(-aNm )

and the energy barrier for the diffusion in sphere block copolymer is AG = N' orkBT

where x is the Flory-Huggins parameter, Nminor is degree of polymerization of minority

block and kBT is thermal energy. According to the scattering analysis 15, the Flory-Huggins

parameter, x in PS-b-PFS is 3.28
x(T) = 0.028 +

T
Using this relation, we have X N = 25.3 and x Nminor = 5.1 for SF 32/10 annealed at 1400C

and x N = 65.8 and X Nminor = 10.6 for SF 91/21 annealed at 180 0C. The diffusivity of SF

32/10 is 245 times of that of SF 91/21 at their annealing temperatures used in this

experiment, leading to higher uniformity and better ordering in SF 32/10 than in SF 91/21.
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5.3 Block Copolymers on Grooved Substrates

We investigated the nanostructures of the SF 91/21 and SF 32/10 block copolymers on

various grating substrates to examine the templating effect. The annealing process and the

ordering of SF 91/21 and SF 32/10 are studied and discussed in this section.

The topographical relief structure for templating self-assembled block copolymers was

made by interference lithography (IL), 16,17 a maskless method which is ideal for patterning

large-area periodic structures. Details of grating fabrication are given in section 2.3. In this

experiment, the depth of grating is designed to be larger than the thickness of one minority

domain of the PS/PFS block copolymer, and the width of the grooves was varied to test the

confinement effect. Three different gratings with 70 nm step height were used in this work:

a 700 nm-period grating with 480 nm - 510 nm groove width, a 440 nm-period grating with

300 nm - 330 nm grove width, and a 440 nm-period grating with 230 nm - 260 nm groove

width. This templating process can be called graphoepitaxy.

5.3.1 Annealing of Block Copolymers on Grating Substrates

To study the templating effect of the block copolymer films, toluene solutions of SF 32/10

and SF 91/21 was spin-cast onto patterned silica substrates using various spin rates. The

spin-cast and annealed samples of SF 32/10 are demonstrated here to reveal the ordering

mechanism due to the substrate topography, the same phenomena were observed in SF

91/21 samples as well.

As-spun SF 32/10 films exhibit conformal coverage as shown in figure 5.4a. Etching of the

film using an oxygen plasma removes the PS to reveal PFS spheres, where microdomains

of PFS are randomly distributed on both the mesas and valleys of the grooves (figure 5.4b).

The morphology of the polymer is significantly altered by annealing. After a 4-hour 140C

anneal, figure 5.4c shows that the top surface of the polymer film is smooth and flat. The

appearance of the fracture surface indicates that polymer is present only in the valleys.

Etching of the film in oxygen shows an array of PFS spheres in the valleys but not on the

mesas. Moreover, the rows of spheres in the valleys are partially aligned with the step

edges as illustrated in figure. 5.4d. The gap present between the first row of spheres and the

step edges shows that there is a thin PFS-PS brush layer present at groove edge and groove
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bottom where PFS wets the silica surface. Such wetting behavior is the same as that of
polymer film on the flat silica substrates. This surface-induced thin layer provides the
driving force to align the PS-PFS copolymers and results in PFS features parallel to the
groove edges 18'19

Figure 5.4 SEM micrographs of PS/PFS 32/10 polymer films on patterned substrates. (a)
As-spun film, showing conformal coverage; (b) The same film after oxygen plasma etching,
showing PFS features on the mesas and valleys of the topography; (c) Film spun then
annealed at 1400C for 4 hours, showing a smooth surface as the polymer flows into the
valleys; (d) The same film after oxygen etching, showing PFS features present only in the
valleys and partially aligned with the steps.
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5.3.2 SF 91/21 Thin Films in the Grooves

A solution of SF 91/21 was spun to produce thin films on various grating substrates. After

180'C 48-hour annealing and removing the PS via oxygen plasma, PFS features are

revealed. Similar to SF 32/10, a - 20 nm PFS wetting layer of the grating provides the

driving force to align the PFS features parallel to the groove edges 19. Figure 5.5a shows

that SF 91/21 forms one row of close-packed features at either sidewall when confined

within a 500 nm wide groove. The wetting of PFS on the sidewall and the interaction force

between the two blocks induce templated self-assembly of the first layer of PFS features.

However, due to the low diffusivity of the SF 91/21, the block copolymer microdomains

near the center of the groove do not align well with those near the sidewall. Additionally, a

size distribution of the PFS domains was found in the 500 nm wide grooves, the same as

the size distribution in films deposited on flat substrates. The standard deviation of

diameters of the PFS features is -15%. However, it is noted that larger dots tend to locate at

the center while smaller dots at the groove edges which is different from the case on the

smooth substrates.

In figure 5.5b, SF 91/21 in a 320 nm wide groove gives better alignment, because the

narrower grooves result in stronger confinement and hence fewer misoriented grains in the

PFS array compared to figure 5.5a. In addition, the stronger confinement effect leads to

faster kinetics and hence the system is closer to an equilibrium state with smaller size

distribution. The standard deviation of diameters of the PFS features is -11% in this case.

In figure 5.5c, the SF 91/21 block copolymer is shown in 240 nm wide grooves. Five rows

of PFS features are seen parallel to the gratings in some places although the order from the

confinement is still imperfect. Clearly, smaller grooves lead to stronger confinement, but

due to the low diffusivity of SF 91/21 and incommensurate groove width, the confinement

does not lead to complete ordering on these substrates under our annealing condition.

In addition, PFS hemispheres are observed on the edge of the groove in figure 5.5. The

structures of polymer chains are illustrated in figure 5.6. A similar situation was found in

thin free-standing films of PS-PB block copolymers where PB is the minority block (SB

23/10) 2. In the PS-PB free-standing film, PB is present at both air-film interfaces as brush

layers. The morphology changes as thickness varies, between the thickness of a bilayer and

the thickness of a sphere layer plus two brush layers. An intermediate state appeared to be

hemisphere PB domains attached to the PB brush layer. In the SF 91/21 system, the

formation of the hemispheres at the groove edges may reduce the strains from

incommensurate confinement, and decreases the total interfacial area between the PS block
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Figure 5.5 SEM micrographs of annealed and oxygen plasma treated SF 91/21 films on
silica gratings with (a) 500 nm wide grooves. (b) 300 nm wide grooves. (c) 240 nm wide
grooves.
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and PFS block.

PS

Figure 5.6 Schematic of the arrangement of the polymer chains
within hemisphere and brush layer at the film-substrate interface.

5.3.3 SF 32/10 Thin Films in the Grooves

A similar series of experiments was conducted with SF 32/10, which has a higher
diffusivity and hence better ordering and narrower feature size distribution than PS/PFS
91/21. A 1.5% SF 32/10 solution in toluene was spun onto substrates with groove widths of
500 nm, 320 nm and 240 nm at 3500 rpm and then annealed at 140C for 48 hours. Figure
5.7a shows, after oxygen plasma etch, three rows of close-packed PFS features aligned
parallel to the sidewall within a 500 nm wide groove. The ordering effect propagates
further into the center of the grooves as the groove width is reduced. The domain diameters
of the PFS near the sidewalls are slightly smaller than those in the center of the groove. In
the 320 nm grooves, features both at the center and near the sidewalls are aligned as shown
in figure 5.7b. However, a few "grain boundaries" are still observed. In figure 5.7c, SF
32/10 block copolymers show nearly perfect alignment in 240 nm wide grooves, in which
the groove width is comparable to the polymer "grain size" or "correlation length". An area
of 4 ptm x 4 im typically contains fewer than ten defects, and grain boundaries are rarely
observed. Figure 5.7c reveals sixfold-symmetry of the features inside the gratings. The
associated Fast Fourier Transform of figure 5.7c shows sets of sixfold spots closely
arranged in Fourier space. This indicates that orientation of the grains in adjacent grooves is
the same. Defects inside the grooves are mostly generated from the width variation of the
grooves. The rare domain packing defects are apparently generated from the edge
roughness of the grooves. The quality of the alignment increases with annealing time, as
misaligned grains are observed to reorder to bring close-packed rows parallel to the groove
sidewalls. The number of aligned rows increases as the annealing time increases. This can
be seen by comparing figure 5.4d (4 hour anneal) with figure 5.7c (48 hour anneal).
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Figure 5.7 SEM micrographs of annealed and oxygen plasma treated SF 32/10 films on
silica gratings with (a) 500 nm wide grooves. (b) 320 nm wide grooves. (c) 240 nm wide
grooves.
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The well-ordered domain patterns (figure 5.8a) were transferred into the underlying silica
using a reactive ion etch process with a CHF3 plasma. This produced ordered arrays of
silica posts with aspect ratios of three or higher as shown in figure 5.8b. The silica posts
have uniform widths of 20 nm which is consistent with the PFS sphere size, though some
height variations exist, presumably due to erosion of the PFS caps on top of each silica
pillar. Ordered nanostructures of other materials such as cobalt can be formed by
transferring the silica pattern into underlying films such as W/Co bilayers, as described
previously 13, making this lithography method applicable to a wide range of materials. The
good aspect ratios available in the patterned silica structures are particularly advantageous

Figure 5.8. Pattern transfer from an ordered SF 32/10 polymer to form an array of ordered
silica nanostructures. (a) side view of the PFS pattern in 240 rum wide grooves
corresponding to figure 5.7c. (b) Side view and (c) plan view of the pattern after it has been
transferred into an underlying silica layer by reactive ion etching. The silica posts in (c)
have the same spatial organization as the originating PFS features of figure 5.7c, and aspect
ratios exceeding 3.
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for pattern transfer to other layers. The aspect ratio in this experiment can be further

improved by tuning RIE conditions. This combination of graphoepitaxy and block

copolymer lithography therefore provides a powerful method for precise placement of a

variety of nanoparticles on a surface. Control of the nanostructure locations in two

dimensions is expected to be possible by using a substrate patterned for instance with two

sets of grooves oriented at 600 to each other.

In general, SF 91/21 and SF 32/10 follow the same trend. Preferential wetting of the

substrate by a PFS layer drives the ordering of block copolymers from the edge of the

groove to the center of the groove. Therefore, smaller grooves and higher diffusivity gives

better ordering results. The diffusivity of SF 32/10 is 245 times higher than that of SF 91/21,

and thus the diffusion length of SF 32/10 is around 15 times of that of SF 91/21.

Consequently, better ordering results are found in SF 32/10 systems than in SF 91/21

systems. On the other hand, there is one main difference between these two systems. In the

SF 32/10 system, well-ordered structures form in which all the close-packed rows are

aligned within the grooves, provided the groove width is smaller than or comparable to the

"grain size" of the block copolymer. In contrast, although SF 91/21 in the 300 nm wide

groove and 240 nm wide groove is supposed to be well-ordered because the confinement

width is smaller than the "grain size" which is around 320 nm, only partial ordering of SF

91/21 is achieved. This suggests that the accommodation of the polymer to an

incommensurate substrate become more difficult for high molecular weight polymers,

when confinement width is only 5 or 6 times the natural period of block copolymers. The

high molecular weight polymer, SF 91/21, seems to be less likely to form ordered rows in

the small grooves and tends to generate hemispheres on the edges to release the strain from

incommensurate groove width. In addition, the effective diffusivity of the confined block

copolymer film may further decrease because of the presence of ordered domains.

Solid-like behaviors of liquids such as water and organic solvents have been found when

the confinement decreases to 6 or 7 molecular layers. The effective viscosity of such

confined liquids increases two to three orders of magnitude from the bulk viscosity 2.

Therefore, long-range order of block copolymer is easier to achieve in low molecular

weight systems because of their high diffusivity and small domain spacing. Defects (or

dislocations) in such systems can be generated efficiently to accommodate incommensurate

confinement width.

In addition, the quality of ordering is affected by the geometry of the sidewalls. The block

copolymer does not align well along a tapered sidewall (in which the sidewall angle of the

grating is smaller than 400) because these gratings do not provide sufficient lateral
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confinement of the polymer. Alignment is also poor if the grating has undercut sidewalls.

Therefore flat, vertical sidewalls are essential to achieve good ordering.

In summary, there are two criteria for templated self-assembly of block copolymers. First,
one block should preferentially wet the sidewalls of the topographic features. Second, the

width of the confining features should be comparable with the 'grain size' of the block

copolymer thin film; however, ordering can fail if the confinement is too small and

incommensurate with the natural period of block copolymers. This method is limited by the

roughness of the sidewalls and also by the kinetics of the block copolymer. Combining

topographic confinement with block copolymer lithographic methods will enable large area
ordered functional dot arrays to be made for various applications.

5.4 Analysis of Ordered Block Copolymer Thin Films in the Grooves

Previous work on templating block copolymers shows that domain morphology, periodicity

and ordering of self-assembled block copolymers can be influenced by substrate features
7-11, but to date there has not been direct observation of how block copolymers behave when

templated by substrate features with characteristic sizes of a few times the natural domain

period. In this section, we will first investigate the structures of ordered PS-PFS block

copolymer in various topographical confinements and then demonstrate the effects of

incommensurability and the correlations between defect and template feature.

Block copolymer SF 32/10 is employed in this section to form ordered block copolymer

arrays inside the grooves. The grooves had a period of 400 nm, and their widths were

varied between 200 nm and 270 nm. The block copolymer was spin-cast from a toluene

solution to form a conformal coverage on the gratings, and then annealed at 140 0C for

typically 48 hours to obtain good ordering.

5.4.1 Topographically-induced Ordering of Block Copolymer Thin Films

From the analysis in section 5.2, the distance between first-nearest neighbors, or the

averaged center-to-center spacing of the domains in a SF 32/10 thin film on the smooth

substrate, is a, = 28.6 nm. The PFS spheres show short-range ordering with a 280 nm

correlation length. Within the correlation length, the spheres are close-packed with a sixfold
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symmetry. The spacing between parallel close-packed rows is d = 13a0 /2 = 24.8 nm.

In contrast, figure 5.9a shows the domain morphology for the same polymer but now
confined within a 233 nm wide shallow groove. 9 rows of spheres are oriented parallel to
the sides of the groove to give a well-ordered, close-packed array. Also, a brush layer is
found both at the bottom and sidewall of the silica grooves. The rows of spheres faithfully
follow the variations in groove width, conforming to the sidewall variations. The number of
rows of spheres is plotted vs. groove width in figure 5.9b. The groove width is expressed in
terms of the corresponding number of ideal block copolymer periods. The number of ideal
periods is calculated as (groove width minus the thickness of the brush layers) divided by
the equilibrium row width d. (24.8 nm). The width is measured as an average over a groove

10-

>

- 8-

7-
7 8 9 10
Ideal Periods in the Groove

Figure 5.9 PS-PFS polymer confined within grooves in a silica substrate. (a) SEM image
of a section of one groove, showing 9 rows of PFS spheres. (b) Schematic of the structure
showing the row spacing d and the domain spacings apaa and across. (c) The number of rows
in the groove vs. groove width, showing the widths at which 8, 9 or 10 rows are stable. The
groove width is expressed in terms of how many rows would ideally fit within the groove,
calculated from the equilibrium row spacing.
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length of 400 nm. The number of rows is quantized, for example, 9 rows are found in

grooves with widths between 8.25 and 9.25 ideal periods, then it jumps to 10 rows for

widths of 9.25 to 10.25 ideal periods. The periodicity of the block copolymer domain is

compressed or expanded in order to comply with the groove width. When the groove width

is incommensurate with the ideal period, it is apparently easier to accommodate an

additional row such that the domain array is on average slightly compressed. This

represents an interesting comparison with the vertical confinement of a lamellar system

where, for instance, 9 parallel lamellae were found if the film thickness was held within the

range from 8.5 to 9.5 periods 1. The formation of a well ordered array for all the groove

widths shown in figure 5.9b may also be compared with the case of hard spheres packed

within grooves, where incommensurability between the sphere diameter and groove width
22leads to a loss in ordering

The preferential wetting layers on the vertical sidewalls of the groove drives domain

ordering and generates gradient in the domain spacing and domain size. First, the

center-to-center spacing of the PFS spheres is no longer the same in the direction parallel to

the groove (apara) and in the direction across the groove (across), shown in figure 5.9c. The

averaged spacing apara is 29.3 ± 0.3 nm, slightly larger than the averaged center-to-center

spacing ao found for the film on the smooth substrate. Second, the spacing d of rows

parallel to the grooves is not uniform across the groove.

Figure 5.1 Ga shows how the row spacing d varies across the groove width for grooves of

different widths. Clearly, the row spacing is smaller near the sides of the grooves, and

expands to a nearly uniform value near the center of the grooves. The rows at the center of

the groove are compressed or expanded (the equilibrium spacing is indicated by the dotted

line at d, = 24.8 nm). Grooves with 8 or 10 rows also show this structural gradient. In

comparison, the rows within a 466 nm-wide groove show the same reduced spacing near

the groove edge, but away from the groove edge the row spacing approaches d.

The reduction in the row spacing near the groove edges is also associated with a change in

the size of the PFS spheres. Notably, the two rows closest to the groove steps show a

significant reduction in sphere to spheres at the center of the rows. From Figure 5.10b, the

sphere area within the edge row is 75 % of that of the center row and the diameter is 85 %

of that of the center row. By following the evolution of the domain structure with annealing

time, we observe initially that small domains form and grow to a stable size over a few

hours. Subsequent annealing leads to improvements in the ordering of the domains but not

to changes in their size. This implies that the observed non-uniform domain sizes and row
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Figure 5.10 (a) The row spacing d for each of the rows of domains, in four different
grooves. In each case the rows are more closely spaced near the groove edges. Three of the
grooves, with widths 226, 232 and 241 nm, contain exactly 9 rows of domains. The fourth
groove is much wider, but still shows a smaller row spacing near the edge. The dotted line
shows the equilibrium row spacing d0, on a smooth substrate. (b) The PFS domain area
fraction across a 232 nm wide groove. The size of the PFS spheres is smaller near the edges
of the groove and larger at the center of the groove.

spacings are in fact equilibrium states for the confined polymer, rather than being
kinetically-trapped features. The size and spacing variation at the groove edges is related to
the presence of the PFS wetting layers at the vertical sidewalls which decreases the
concentration of PFS blocks available for domain formation in the vicinity of the step edge.
This indicate that the surface chemistry of the confinement edges affects domain spacing
over several periods, and can be used to induce gradients in the spacing and size of
self-assembled structures. More uniform domain size and spacing may be expected when
using a substrate preferentially wetted by the majority block. Therefore, by adjusting
confinement width, surface chemistry of the confinement substrates, and molecular weight
of block copolymers, a range of gradient features can be designed and fabricated with
templated block copolymers, which is difficult to achieve with assembly of hard spheres.
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5.4.2 Defect Formation in Block Copolymer Arrays

The topographical confinement described here not only controls the row spacing and
feature dimensions of templated block copolymers, but also induces defect formation in the
block copolymer arrays. Point defects (missing domains) and point edge dislocations can be
purposefully generated in the close-packed arrays by the sidewall features of the grooves. A
sharp edge feature such as a small protrusion causes a local vacancy as shown in figure
5.11 a. This locally pins the position of the sphere array and suggests a convenient means
for aligning the lateral position of the array. To pin the array structure, the radius of
curvature of the edge feature must be in the same range as the domain size, less than about
50 nm in this polymer. A blunt edge feature with a larger radius of curvature usually
perturbs the block copolymer arrangement as a long-range effect. In the presence of a blunt

edge feature, the block copolymer array can either expand or contract to maintain an
ordered arrangement, or dislocations can be generated to change the number of rows and
accommodate the variation in groove width. Figure 5.11 b shows polymers in three grooves

along with a corresponding plot of their groove width vs. distance along the groove. In

groove A, 9 ordered rows of spheres form regardless of the variation of the groove width,
because the groove width remains within the ideal 8.25 - 9.25 periods (shown shaded),
where a 9 row structure is stable. In groove B, as the width increases gradually from 8.15 to

8.8 ideal periods; the number of rows increases from 8 to 9 via the formation of a

dislocation at the location where the groove width enters the shaded region (marked by an

arrow). In groove C, the groove width decreases gradually, and the number of rows changes

from 10 to 9 with the formation of a dislocation, at the position marked with the arrow.

There are other places, e.g. the position marked with a star, at which the width of groove C
briefly enters the 9-row region, but the system does not change to 9 rows, presumably

because the strain energy associated with the formation of two additional dislocations

would exceed the energy penalty from the nonequilibrium number of rows over such a

short distance. This behavior is reminiscent of that seen in lattice-matched films growing on

substrates, in which the film can grow epitaxially up to a certain critical thickness, at which

point strain-relieving dislocations can nucleate 2

In conclusion, topographical confinement is seen to template the formation of nanoscale

domains in a PS-PFS block copolymer, leading to a quantized number of rows within a

groove. Unlike the packing of hard spheres, the block copolymer system behaves elastically

and can conform to various groove widths, leading to arrays with row spacing that depend

on the commensurability between the groove and the natural polymer period. The variation

in domain spacing across the groove, believed to be a result of interfacial interaction
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Figure 5.11. (a) A point defect (a missing domain) forms where there is a small, sharp
protrusion at the groove edge, but the overall array is undisturbed. (b) Three grooves, A, B
and C, showing how the number of domain rows adapts to changes in groove width. The
lower plot shows groove width along the length of each groove. The shaded region
represents the groove widths at which 9 rows form. In B and C, dislocations accompany a
change in the number of rows, from 8 to 9 in B, and 10 to 9 in C, associated with changes
result of interfacial interaction in groove width.
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between polymer and substrate, can be used to make gradient nanostructures.

The rows of domains conform to the sidewall variations, with the rows exhibiting a high

correlation to the sidewall profile. Small-scale, abrupt sidewall features can lead to defects

such as vacancies (missing spheres), which can be used to pin the lateral position of the

array, while longer-range changes in groove width lead to dislocation formation. By

utilizing this behavior, tailored periodic arrays or defect-engineered structures can be

created by design of the topographical features. Significantly, the requisite template

periodicity is an order of magnitude larger than the domain size of the polymer, allowing

control of the location of nanoscale features using considerably coarser substrate features.

Such hierarchical structures can have applications in fields such as photonics or

microfluidics, especially given the ability to precisely position engineered defects and

periodicity in the structures 24,25
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Chapter 6

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS

6.1 Conclusions

It is widely assumed that self-assembly will be the basis of an extensive range of

applications in nanotechnology. This view is driven in part by the perception that

self-assembly is dominant in living systems and achieves amazingly sophisticated

structures. There are two fundamental challenges in utilizing self-organizing materials: how

to develop functional structures from the self-assembled system and how to control the

self-assembled system to meet the requirements for the applications. In this thesis, we tried

to respond to these challenges in one particular case with our attempts to use self-assembled

block copolymers to fabricate nanomagnet arrays.

The fabrication of nanoscale magnetic dot arrays has attracted considerable interest for

possible applications in high-density magnetic data storage. Single-domain magnetic

particles are ideal for applications such as patterned recording media, in which each particle

stores one bit according to its magnetization direction. In addition to conventional

lithographic methods, block copolymer thin films, which microphase-separate into a

monolayer of nanoscale periodic domains, provide an alternative approach. Thin films of

polystyrene-b-polyferrocenyldimethylsilane (PS-PFS) have been used as the lithographic

templates to define the dimension and period of the nanostructures. Close-packed magnetic

dot arrays with period of 56 nm and diameter of 35 nm were made from

sphere-morphology PS-PFS (SF 91/21). Four RIE steps and one ion-beam etching step

were employed to pattern magnetic thin films under Silica/W mask layers. This process can

be applied very generally to pattern a variety of thin-film materials into high-density dot

arrays. In addition, particle sizes and spacings can be controlled through the choice of the

block copolymer template and etching conditions.

A series of single layer dots of Co, NiFe, and two layer dots of CoFe/Cu/NiFe

pseudo-spin-valve were successfully made from PS-PFS templates. All dots are single

domain particles. The hysteresis loops and time dependent coercivities were measured and

compared to quantify the magnetic switching behavior of these arrays. As a result of

in-plane shape anisotropy, the coercivity increases as the thickness of the dots increases. In

addition, strong magnetostatic interaction between the dots was indicated by the fact that
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the switching volumes are larger than the physical volumes of the dots. The patterned PSV

dots show appreciable magnetoresistance and strong inter-particle and intra-particle

magnetostatic interaction.

The self-assembly process is simple and low cost, however, the block copolymers typically

have uncontrolled defects and lack long-range order. A topographically patterned substrate

was used to guide the nanostructures in a subsequently deposited block copolymer film.

Lateral dimension of the pattern substrates and interfacial interactions are key factors in the

ordering mechanism. Well-ordered structures of block copolymer can be achieved under

proper confinement condition. The number of rows of ordered block copolymers that forms

within a groove is determined by the width of the groove. Small-scale, abrupt sidewall

features can lead to defects such as missing spheres, which can be used to pin the lateral

position of the array, while longer-range changes in groove width lead to dislocation

formation. By utilizing this behavior, the position of polymer microdomains and

dislocations can be purposefully controlled by the design of the topographical guiding

features. Combining bottom-up self-organizing materials and top-down lithographic

methods would allow self-assembled nanostructures to be fabricated in precise positions on

a substrate. Such hierarchical structures can have applications in fields such as photonics or

microfluidics, especially given the ability to precisely position engineered defects in the

structures.

6.2 Future Works

Combing bottom-up self-assembled materials and top-down lithography process provides

great opportunities not only to fabricate long-range ordered structures but also to explore

novel confinement-induced phenomena. For example, confinement induces a liquid-to-solid

transition in water or organic solvent when the confinement width of 6 or 7 times of the

molecule dimension 1. Both the packing and symmetry of colloid assemblies vary as the

confinement width and confinement shape 2. The switching properties of liquid crystals can

be tuned by the substrate profile 3. Block copolymers can be made with various kinds of

material combinations and can be templated in various ways, therefore there are rich

opportunities to study and compare the behavior of narrowly confined block copolymers

with other self-assembled systems. With designed templates made using e-beam

lithography, and well-controlled line-width roughness, it is possible to reveal details of the
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defect generation and defect control through the topographic features. In addition,

chemically heterogeneous substrates and soft-lithography methods 4 can be used as

templates to guide the positions of the nanostructures of block copolymers.

Polystyrene-b-polyferrocenyldimethylsilane (PS-PFS) is very useful for structural

characterization because it provides good etching contrast under an oxygen plasma and

enables direct observation of the precise position and size of microdomains in the block

copolymer thin films. PS-PFS combined with lithographically patterned templates offers a

simple and clean model system to study the confinement behavior of block copolymers. It

would be even better if PFS could be substituted with an amorphous ferrocenylsilane

instead of a semicrystalline one, for crystallization of the PFS block may introduce

additional complexity into the system.

For patterned media applications, it is required to have ordered uniaxial magnetic dot arrays.

Future works will involve patterning a high-K perpendicular magnetic thin film media such

as Co/Pt multilayer or Ti alloy-seeded CoCrPt layer. Templated block copolymers could

provide the ordered nanostructures and servo marks for patterned media. The magnetostatic

interaction between the particles can be tuned by the size and spacing of particle arrays by

addition of homopolymers or changing the molar mass of the block copolymer templates.

Moreover, there are many potential applications of block copolymers beyond high-density

magnetic data storage, for example, integration of ordered block copolymers with silicon

system as pillar arrays for vertical transistors or field emission display may be feasible in

the future 5.
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